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Chapter 1
Introduction
The aim of this thesis is  to explore the phonological opacity of the retroflex suffixation in 
Beijing Dialect. To be mentioned, I was born in the north of China, never being attached with 
the languages specified with retroflex suffixation in the end of the words. However, when I 
moved to Beijing, the oral speaking was filled with retroflex color and some of the words with 
retroflex feature had a semantic alternation in discourses. After a further approach towards “r-
coloring”, I find out that the retroflex suffixation isn't so simple in pronunciation, besides, it is 
along with the phonological opacity and  a series of phonetic variables in adjoining words. 
Henceforth,  the  mystery  of  “r-coloring”  is  center  in  this  thesis.  Since  the  debates  of  the 
underlying  form,  the  phonetic  expression  and  the  phonological  process  of  the  retroflex 
suffixation are never terminated, I will commence on varied angles of retroflex suffixation and 
give a bold assumption about the underlying form.
      In the first chapter, I will indicate the former researches about the retroflex suffixation in 
Beijing dialect, by the time, I will mark on the disadvantages of the former analysis. Then a 
bold assumption will be proposed, that is, due to the endless arguments of what retroflex suffix 
is indeed, the retroflex suffix may be an independent consonant, a floating feature attaching to 
the stem or a monosyllable merging into the main syllable. Given this hypothesis, the following 
analysis will be cleft as three chapters, one of which is based on the retroflex suffixation as an 
approximant, another as a floating feature, while the last one taking the retroflex suffixation as 
a  monosyllable.  In  the  second  chapter,  the  basic  structure  of  the  syllabification  will  be 
reanalyzed in the first instance. After that, I will list the sound inventory of retroflex rhymes 
according to the Chinese syllabic finals. The retroflex rhymes will be divided into several parts 
in  convenience  for  the  following  OT  account.  Then  The  classic  Optimality  Theory 
(McCarthy&Prince 1993a, Prince&Smolensky 1993) will be adopted ahead of other methods in 
solving the phonological process. However, the retroflex suffixation goes through a complex 
phonological procedure, not only a simple ellipsis or epenthesis. The classic OT fails to account 
for the phonological opacity in Beijing dialect due to its surface-oriented nature. In this paper, I 
exert means of Local Conjunction (Kager, 1999:392) and Optimality Theory with Candidate 
Chains (OT-CC). Taken the retroflex suffix as a consonant, I will apply the Parallel Structure of 
Feature Geometry (Morén, 2003) to account for the feature specification of the vowels and the 
consonants and then adopt Local conjunction which is proper in solving the feature bindings 
when the underlying form of the retroflex suffix is a consonant. And OT-CC will be adopted 
here when the underlying form of the retroflex suffix is  a floating feature.  OT-CC has the 
advantage in phonological opacity with a derivation attribution, which the classic OT neglects. 
And it offers us an intermediate approach, not directly from Inputs to Outputs (McCarthy, 2006, 
2007). Furthermore, OT-CC will be advanced in solving the double opacity in r-suffixation 
when  the  underlying  form of  the  retroflex  suffix  is  a  monosyllable  and  the  PSM feature 
specification will be adjusted as well to a derivation account of the retroflex suffixation. In the 
last chapter, I will draw a conclusion about the phenomena of the retroflex suffixation.
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1.1  Previous Account of The Retroflex Suffixation in phonology
Retroflex suffixation is previously considered as a phenomenon of a syllable being attached 
with  a retroflex suffix,  the main syllable  becomes retroflexed after  a phonological process. 
Beijing dialect is typical and foremost in the previous studies. Some professors (Wang&He, 
1985)  have  provided  significant  descriptions  about  the  phonetic  alternations  of  retroflex 
suffixation.  Therefore, it  contributes a great deal in the phonological analysis (Cheng,1973; 
Duanmu, 1990a; Wang, 1993; Ma, 2001) in the future. In the first place, I have listed some 
examples in Beijing dialect as below,
(a)   Stem        R-suffixed       Gloss
         ba            baʳ                   handle
         ʨi            ʨjəʳ                 chick
         taŋ           tãʳ                    candy
         gən          gəʳ                    root
In the examples above, the retroflex suffix which is affiliated to the stem syllable causes the 
stem syllable to have a phonetic alternation, and the procedure involves a phonological process. 
It is worthy of mentioning that [aʳ] has one segment of two moras [aaʳ] with a retroflex suffix in 
the end. As to other notations such as [aɻ], it has two segments of one vowel and one consonant 
[ɻ].  A linear approach is  firstly brought  forward by Cheng (1973),  illustrating the retroflex 
suffixation in a formulated way®. Cheng examined the retroflex suffixation under the SPE 
model©  (Chomsky&Halle,  1968)  and  took  the  retroflex  suffixation  as  a  monosyllabic 
attachment. The underlying form of the retroflex suffixation was posited as /ɤr/, a vowel and a 
floating r-feature. However, in the succeeding analysis, especially in Lin's (1989:118), we may 
easily find out,  there is  no evidence indicating that the mid back vowel /ɤ/  is  underlyingly 
represented in the retroflex suffixation. Besides, the stem syllables will undergo erasing the 
syllable boundary and deleting the mid back vowel /ɤ/ of the suffix. That is, or rather, denoting 
/ɤ/  as  a  redundancy.   And it  is  also equivalent to propose that the underlying form of the 
retroflex suffixation is /r/.  There remains some errors between the underlying form and the 
surface form in the phonological process. 
      
               Stem       R-suffixed        Surface       Gloss
        (b)   tɕiɤ           tɕiɤ ɤr             [tɕier]         sister
        (c)    pɤ             pɤ ɤr               [pәr]          cover 
In the examples, the surface form of the rhyme part of (b) is [er], however, the surface of the 
rhyme part of (c) is [әr]. 
Cheng (1973) proposed that the rule of the application is
                                 e---->ә/C(u)_r
_________________
©SPE: The Sound Pattern of English, invited by Noam Chomsky and Morris Halle in 1968. It transforms 
an underlying phonemic sequence according to rules and produces as its output the phonetic form that is 
uttered by a speaker.
® Cheng (1973) proposed that there is a language-specific rule for the retroflex suffixation. The  rules are 
Backness rule, Mid vowel laxing rule, Retroflex Suffixation rule, Velar Nasalization rule and Velar Nasal 
Deletion rule. 
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However, the plausible explanation is not appropriate, because of a simple reason, that is the 
false underlying form of the syllabic representation. In (b),  the underlying form of  [tɕiɤ] is 
/tɕjɤ/, but not /tɕiɤ/. Therefore, the illustration should be  tɕjɤ+ɤr------>tɕjer underlyingly.  Then 
the rule of the application by Cheng will be abandoned and the problem remains. Why (b) will 
finally surface as [tɕjer], but (c) will surface as [pәr] is still unresolved. Although the rule-based 
analysis by Cheng can't fully explain the phenomenon of the retroflex suffixation, it opens a 
window in  the  phonological  field.  After  realizing  the  deficiency  of  the  linear  approach,  a 
copious amount of scholars turned to load the burden of the rule manipulation. They became to 
make a concentration on theories of autosegmental phonology and feature geometry. A deeper 
level of explanations has been integrated for the retroflex suffixation. Yin's analysis (1989) is 
based on the internal phonological representation. The phonological representation is composed 
of  several  independent  tiers  and  the  tier  is  all  independent  of  another  where  a  single 
phonological alternation will not influence the whole unit. First of all, Yin (1989) assumed the 
underlying form of the retroflex suffix is /әʳ/ and she represented it as /r/. A template which was 
posited with a re-syllabification of the stem and the retroflex segment. The schematics I quoted 
from Ma's (2001:8) analysis will be adopted here and I will take “pen” and “officeholder” for 
examples.  The analysis  is  on the  basis  of  two timing slots  in  onset  and two in  the  rhyme 
position. 
(d)   /pi/+/r/----->[pir]       “pen”   笔儿
              σ          σ                                                         σ          
                                                                                   
         O       R     R     r-merging to the rime       O               R       re-association  
                                                                                                      
          x       x   x    x                                        x    x          x     x 
                                                                                                 
          p       i       r                                            p    i                  r                                   
                   σ                                                                   σ     
                                            r-spreading    
          O              R                                                  O              R                σ  =syllable
                                                                                                                   O  =onset
      x      x      x      x                                           x      x       x      x             R  =rhyme
      p      i              r                                            p       i           r             
 (e)     /kuan/+/r/------>[kuar]          “officeholder”  官儿
              σ          σ                                                         σ          
                                                                                   
         O       R     R     r-merging to the rime       O               R       re-association  
                                                                                                      
     x     x x    x x    x                                        x    x          x     x 
                                                                                                 
     k     u  a    n    r                                           k     u         a n  r 
                                     σ                                                                        
                                          
                            O              R                                                                            
                                                                                                                   
                         x      x      x      x                                         
                         k     u       a<n> r                                            
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There  is  no  question in  the  first  merging  part,  however,  the  part  of  re-association arouses 
arguments. Why the suffix is realized as a retroflex liquid when it is attached to one timing of 
Rhyme, while realized as a mid retroflexed vowel when it is attached to two timings of Rhyme 
is still arguable. As Ma (2001) has pointed out,  the syllabic template is not fixed, take the 
example of “pen”, the syllable of “pi” has one timing slot  of onset and one timing slot  of 
rhyme, but as to the example of “officeholder”, the syllable of “kuan” has two timing slots of 
onset and two timing slots of Rhyme. Therefore, it will cause the retroflex suffix which is 
affiliated to the rime to behavior differently. Another non-linear approach with respect to the 
Chinese segmental phonology is made by Lin (1989). Lin (1989) took the retroflex suffix as a 
retroflexed  liquid  which  is  a  segment  and  proposed  that  there  is  a  schwa insertion  in  the 
retroflexed process. The derivation can be shown as such,
(f)          surface     underlying form           Gloss
           
                 [si]              /s/                             “silk”                  丝儿
             C                  C+C              CVC                  CVC  
             
             s                    s    r              s     r                  s  ə  r
(g)            [ba]           /ba/                            “handle”      把儿
         
             CV                CV+C                CVC                           
                                                                            
                                                                              
              b a               b a     r                 b a r
             
Lin (1989) has given us a view that in the examples above, in (f), due to that the syllable of 
“silk”  has  a  unique  consonant,  the  retroflex liquid  [r]  can't  be  affiliated  with  a  consonant. 
Therefore, there must be some epenthesis in between to make the balance of the syllable with a 
CVC construction. The schwa vowel insertion is appropriate in assignment in (f). As to (g), 
since there contains a vowel, the retroflex liquid will spontaneously be attached to the rime. The 
examples above with a segmental analysis may account for how the retroflex being attached to 
a  syllable  without  nasal  consonant  ending.  Since  Chinese  contains  two types of  consonant 
ending, [n] and [ŋ], therefore, when the retroflex suffix tends to be attached to the rime, instead 
of having an epenthesis the same as the example (f), there comes a deletion of [n] &[ŋ] and also 
a nasalization of the vowel in the rhyme position with a velar nasal ending. The proposal by Lin 
(1989)  indicates  that  there  emerges  an  internal  re-association  in  the  main  syllable  to  be 





As  we  can  see  from the  examples,  the  internal  re-association  occurs  in  the  forepart.  The 
adjustment in the syllabic intern is a preparation for the retroflex suffix to be added. Then the 
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deletion takes over. The re-association of the main syllable serves for the feature to be fit for the 
retroflex suffix. As to why the syllable with a velar nasal consonant ending nasalizes the vowel 
in the retroflexed process, while the syllable with a alveolar nasal consonant ending does not is 
still ambiguous. Another researcher Duanmu (1990a) attributes the different behavior of /ŋ/ and 
/n/ ending upon retroflex suffixation to the fact that underlyingly,the nuclear vowel is nasalized 
with a velar nasal consonant ending, in contrast to the alveolar nasal consonant ending. After 
adding the retroflex suffix, the vowel with a velar nasal consonant ending maintains the nasality 
on its own. The solution by Duanmu (1990a) is still under discussion for the reason that the 
phonetic acoustic experiment reveals the fact that both vowels in front of velar nasal consonants 
and  alveolar  consonants  have  nasalization  (Cohn 1990,  Piggott  1988).  Although the  vowel 
nasalization  is not explicit at that time, Duanmu (1990a) posits a fixed syllabic template with 
three timing slots for all Chinese dialects. The diagram is shown as below,
                                                       σ
                                           Onset       Rhyme
                                                 
                                            
                                                          μ          μ                               
The canonical template describes how the Chinese syllable structure is.  Since the canonical 
representation is CV(C) type, the first C can be linked to the onset position, while V can occupy 
the first mora of the rhyme. If the syllable has no consonant ending, then the nucleus vowel will 
spread to the second mora. If there is a consonant ending, the consonant will take another mora 
position instead.  It  is  also worthy of mentioning,  Chinese allows a glide to be on the pre-
nucleus position, like this, 
                                                        σ
                                           Onset           Rhyme
                                                 
                                            
                                                     G       μ          μ               
According to Duanmu (1990a), this G is assigned to the onset as a secondary articulation of the 
C. The glide can be realized as a palatalized or labialized consonant, for instance of [kwa], the 
velar plosive consonant [k] is linked to the onset, the labialized consonant [w] is assigned to the 
glide position. The nucleus vowel will occupy the rhyme part with two moras. This canonical 
template is indicating that first, if the syllable has a CV representation, the vowel is actually 
lengthened. Second, if the syllable  contains a diphthong in the nucleus position, the syllable 
must be a open syllable without a consonant ending. Furthermore, since there must be a nucleus 
vowel in the rhyme position,  there must be one unique consonant ending. That is no complex 
coda occurring in Chinese syllables. The template explicitly indicates Chinese syllabification 
and is helpful in the further studies of the retroflex suffixation. Another deeper proposal by 
solving the feature match of the retroflex suffix with the ending of the rime, Duanmu (1990a) 
adopts a feature recycling. The similar adoption is also specified by Wang (1993). The feature 
geometry  is  applied,  because  they  believe  that  the  retroflex  suffix  is  derived  from  the 
mechanism of feature incorporation (Ma, 2001). 
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I will take Duanmu (1990a)'s example for illustration. 
 (h)   tau+r©--------------->  ta(u)r-------------------> ta(u)r------------------->tarʷ   
        xxx                            xx      x                      xxx    x                           xxx
 
 
       RRR   R                    RRR   R                     RRR   R                         RRR
    
            PL  PL                     RL  RL                       RLRL                            RL
                     
   Dor Lab Cor             Dor  Lab Cor              Dor  Lab Cor                Lab     Cor
       ---------------------->t   a    rʷ                                [tau]       “ knife”   刀儿
                                      x    x   x
                                     R    R   R
                                           RL RL
                                  Dor    Cor     Lab  
The derivation of “knife” can be shown as above. The /u/ is de-linked from the rime in the first 
place. After that, /u/ spreads its labial node to the retroflex suffix and the retroflex in return 
spreads its coronal to /u/. As a consequence of the feature recycling, the /tarʷ/ is realized of 
having a rounded retroflex ending. That feature addition and feature changing are posited by 
Wang (1993) further accommodates the [NSL] feature in the feature geometry (Clement1985, 
Sagay 1986, McCarthy 1988).  After analyzing the syncretic of the  features in retroflex suffix, 
Ma (2001) takes the retroflex suffixation into a phonological OT approach. She claims that the 
retroflex suffix is a diminutive morpheme. According to Ma's (2001) aspects, there concerns an 
indication of the morphological orientation which in the first place is realized as a  [әʳ]. Then 
through decades, there comes two variable opinions that one insists that the retroflex suffix is 
still  an independent  syllable,  whereas  the  other  claims that  the  retroflex suffix  has  lost  its 
syllabic characteristic and becomes a floating feature. Ma (2001) agrees with the first opinion 
that the retroflex suffix is a monosyllable for the following reasons,
I) From the morphological and psychological realization, the retroflex suffix is written 
and spoken as an independent morpheme in Beijing Dialect.
_________________
©In Duanmu's analysis, the retroflex suffix is taken as a diminutive morpheme, shorten for a retroflex 
vowel and is expressed as [r] instead of [әʳ]. 
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II) In Chinese Dialects, people take the retroflex suffix as a single morpheme and the 
retroflex suffix is lexically independent.
III) The evidence indicates that from a historical point of view, the retroflex suffix lost its 
syllabicity and merged into the rime. 
Given the hypothesis that the retroflex suffix is a monosyllable, Ma (2001) attempts to account 
the retroflex suffixation with an OT framework. She claims that there is non-distinctive in the 
representation of /r/ and /әʳ/. However, the inconsistence of the underlying form of the retroflex 
suffix in the former studies has reached quite a variety of analysis in the further research.  Ma 
(2001)  adopts  the  Sympathy  Theory  for  solving  the  opacity  in  the  retroflexed  process. 
However, there consists of an argument that whether the constraint she proposes is universally 
acknowledged  and  accepted.  The  constraint  is  *r/C>>*r/I>>*r/E>>*r/A>>*r/U.  The 
constraint is standing for how susceptible the retroflex suffix is against some segments. That the 
retroflex suffix is not compatible with a consonantal segment highly ranks over a front high 
vowel, a front mid vowel, a front low vowel and a back vowel. The constraint hierarchy lacks 
of the empirical evidence and a prove. Although Ma (2001)'s theory is not flawless, she breaks 
the stone of the opacity in the retroflex suffixation. So far, we can see that there consists of 
several issues that never reach to an agreement.
I) The underlying form of the retroflex suffix( including whether it is a consonant, a 
monosyllable  or  a  feature)  and  the  underlying  forms  of  the  monothongs  and 
diphthongs.
I) The re-syllabification of the words.
II) The nasalization of the nucleus vowel in the rime after being retroflexed, when the 
rime has a /ŋ/ ending, in contrast to a /n/ ending.
The former analysis gives more concentration on the first two issues. As to the third problem, 
J.Zhang (2000) has offered us an acoustic account in whether there is a significant differ in the 
the two nasal consonants and whether the vowels in front of the nasal consonants are nasalized. 
The acoustic experiments depends on the perceptual differences of the two nasal consonants. 
First of all, he hypotheses that the vowel has a longer nasalized airflow duration in [CVŋ] than 
in [CVn] and then with the help of a phonetic laboratory and ANOVA®, the hypothesis with a 
t-test is approved to be correct. To express the difference, J.Zhang (2000) emphasis [CVŋ] as 
[CVm ŋ] and [CVn] as [CVn]. In his analysis,  there is a contrast effect in the nasalization. The 
schematic is as below,
             Stem                [CVn]          [CVm ŋ] 
                                               contrast
                               [CVr]---------------------[CVm r]                  
_______________
®ANOVA—in  statistics,  Analysis  of  Variance.  This  is  a  collection  of  statistical models,  and  their 
associated  procedures,  in  which  the  observed  variance  in  a  particular  variable  is  partitioned  into 
components attributable to different sources of variation. And the t-test is for scaling whether there is a 
significant value. 
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He maintains that there is a dispersion effect (Flemming 1995). He maintains that the syllable 
with  the  alveolar  nasal  consonant  lost  its  nasalized  vowel  feature  due  to  the  functional 
consideration of maintaining a contrast between / CVn +r/ and / CVm ŋ +r/. Therefore, the whole 
diagram is as such,
                                Stem                     [CV]     [CVn]       [CVm ŋ] 
              
   
                    Suffixed Form                          [CVr]             [CVm r]    
To  sum  up,  the  previous  studies  have  gradually  disclosed  the  mystery  of  the  retroflex 
suffixation. Although there concerns some divergence in what the retroflex suffix is and how 
the retroflex suffix is attached to the rime, the previous account sheds a light on the further 
approach towards the retroflex suffixation. 
Chapter 2
Phonological Analysis
      ----The Analysis with The Underlying Form of the Retroflex Suffix As a 
           consonant
Retroflex suffixation which concerns a series of phonological alternations has aroused quite a 
divergence in whether the phonological phenomenon is a stem alternation affiliating with a r-
feature or a merge of two syllables. The arguments so far have reached three variable analysis, 
one with an underlying form [ɻ] as a consonantal segment, one with an underlying form [әʳ] as a 
retroflex vowel and the  other as  a floating feature.  The former researchers,  such as  Cheng 
(1973), Yin (1989), Duanmu (1990), Wang (1993), Ma (2001) made different statements on the 
diachronic evolution of r-suffixation through decades to indicate whether the r-suffix is indeed 
a segment or a feature. However, it has never reached to an agreement. In Wang Z.J (1993) and 
Wang J.L (1997)’ s paper, they took r-suffix as a floating feature and specified as [+retroflex] at 
the  posterior  position.  They  prefer  that  the  original  retroflex  suffixation  is  a  procedure  of 
merging two syllables at the beginning, however, with the oral preference, the r-monosyllable 
graduates into a floating feature attached to the main syllable and loses its own characteristics. 
Ma (2001) claims that the r-suffix has always existed lexically as an independent entity, in other 
words,  an  monosyllabic  morpheme,  writing  as  “ ”儿 ,  phonetically  with  a  rime-dependent 
feature. Since the underlying form of [r]  is directly related to the phonological analysis,  an 
audacious  hypothesis  is  proposed  by me.  I  will  assume that  all  the  assumptions  about  the 
underlying  forms  of  the  retroflex  suffix  are  possible.  Hence,  there  will  be  three  different 
analysis  about  the  retroflex suffixation with  a  phonological  account.  First  of  all,  taken the 
retroflex  suffix  as  a  consonantal  segment,  there  will  be  a  phonetic  re-examination  of  the 
underlying form of the vowels. Moreover, the segmental structure of the retroflex suffix will be 
adopted in a general. And I will also give an account for the fusion of the retroflex suffix into 
the rime through a parallel structure model of feature geometry (Morén, 2003). Second, I will 
apply different methods to solve the opacity. I will adopt Local Conjunction when the retroflex 
suffix is a consonant. Since the Classic OT fails to explain the opacity, then I will adopt OT-CC 
(McCarthy. 2007) for the analysis of opacity when the underlying form of the retroflex suffix is 
a floating feature or a retroflex vowel. In the end, I will adopt the PSM feature specification 
again to make a derivation account. 
2.1.   The  Reconsideration of The Underlying Forms of  The Vowels
In the previous studies, there consists of variable descriptions about the underlying form of the 
vowels. The numbers of the underlying vowels range from six (Cheng, 1973), to five (R. Cheng 
1966), and then to three (Fu, 1980).  The surface forms of the vowels in Mandarin can be listed 
as high vowels [i] [y] [ʅ][ɿ] [u], high mid-vowels [e] [ɤ] [o], mid vowel [ә], mid-low vowels [ɛ] 
[ᴧ] and low vowels [æ] [a] [α] [ᴀ]. According to Cheng(1973), the underlying vowels are as 
below,
                                      i/y           ɨ            u
                                                                  ɤ  
                                                       ᴀ                                                
                                                                 13
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In the first place, I will list the surface forms of the vowels in Mandarin, based on L.J.Wang 
(1991).
                                   Front         Central       Back
           High:               i/y ʅ ɿ                               u 
           Mid-High:       e                                   ɤ  o    
           Mid:                                     ә    
           Mid-Low:        ɛ                                      ᴧ                  
           Low:               (æ)
                                    a                                      α
 
There is no further argument about the underlying forms of the high vowels [i] [y] [u]. The 
phonological representations of the high vowels should be as the same as the phonetic forms. 
Hence, the underlying forms of the high vowels are /i/ /y/ /u/. There contains two apical vowels, 
one dental apical vowel [ɿ], which usually occurs after dental sibilants [ts] [tsʰ] [s] and the other 
retroflex apical vowel [ʅ], which occurs after retroflex sibilants [tȿ] [tȿʰ] [ȿ]. The two apical 
vowels are prone to follow the sibilants in a contrast  to identify the numbers of “fourth” , 
“fourteen” and “forty”. Cheng's (1973) postulation which proposed [ɨ] as an underlying form of 
the two apical vowels with an unspecified [back] feature, however, here I propose that [ɨ] will 
be merged in the system of [i], the reason is due to the fact that [i] and [ɨ] are in complementary 
distribution. Therefore, the phoneme can be seen as /i/. As to the mid-high vowels, the mid 
vowels and mid-low vowels, they can be generally taken as Mid-vowels. They all have the 
features of [-high, -low]. As to the Mid-vowels [e], [o], [ә], [ɤ], [ɛ], [ᴧ], the phonemes can be 
submitted as a list of /e/, (including [e],  [ɛ]), /ә/ (including [ә],[ɤ],[ᴧ]) and /o/ (including [o]). 
But /e/, /o/ and /ә/ are in complimentary distribution as well. They can be taken as /ә/ as an 
underlying form. The low vowel [a] occurs in front of the alveolar nasal like [n], while the low 
vowel [α] occurs in front of the velar nasal like [ŋ]. The phoneme of the two low vowels can be 
/a/  (including  [a],[α]).Then  we  can  turn  to  the  diphthongs  in  Mandarin.  In  a  conventional 
consideration,  people always take Mandarin as a language with rising diphthongs and falling 
diphthongs (Chao, 1979,  Zhu 1980) as I list,
I) Rising diphthongs:   ua   uo   ia   ie   ye
II) Falling diphthongs:  au   ou   ai   ei 
The rising diphthongs are the ones with an ending of a non-high vowel, whereas the falling 
diphthongs are the ones with an ending of a high vowel. However, the phonetic forms are not 
the actual phonological representations. Duanmu (1990a) and Wang (1993) have proposed that 
the rising diphthongs are not real diphthongs. The phonological representations can be shown as 
below, 
                    
       Phonetic         Representation:           ua       uo       ia     ie    ye
       Phonological  Representation:         /wa/    /wә/    /ja/   /jә /   /ɥә/
Thus, we can see that the first vowel in the diphthongs is actually a pre-nucleus glide. The glide 
parts of the five rising diphthongs can be considered as the syllable onset rather than the vowel 
in the rhyme parts. The diagram establishes how the phonological representations of the rising 
diphthongs are as below,          
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                                                       σ
                                                          
                                                           R
           for instance,                    
                                                           μ      μ
                                            
                                                     w        a
Since  the  rising  diphthongs  are  not  real  diphthongs,  the  question  of  whether  the  falling 
diphthongs  are  not  real  diphthongs  as  well  should  be  reconsidered.  Thus,  I  will  adopt  an 
adventurous assumption that the falling diphthongs are not real diphthongs, either. If so, as we 
know, the diphthongs are not allowed in a closed syllable in Mandarin and the rhyme  part has 
two timing slots. As we can see from the rising diphthongs, the existents of [pian] and [kuan] 
prove that the underlying representations of them are /pjan/ and /kwan/. If not, there will be a 
contradicted explanation towards the fact that there are only two timing slots in the rhyme part 
and the diagram will be puzzled. Thus, the presumption that the rising diphthongs are not real 
diphthongs is very reasonable.  As to the rising diphthongs, that the evidences of *kain, *kein, 
*koun, *kaun are non-existed seems to declaim that they may be real diphthongs. However, 
after re-syllabification when the retroflex consonant is attached to the stem, the final vowel has 
been deleted. For instance,
                            phonetic form   consonantal retroflex                      phonological form
                              kai                   +        ɻ                  --------------------------> kαɻ
                              kou                  +        ɻ                  --------------------------> kәɻ
                             
But if the second vowel is a post-vocalic glide, it will be affected by re-syllabification. Since 
the real diphthongs are not affected by re-syllabification (Rubach&Booij, 1990), the elimination 
of the second vowel seems unlikely to be well established. On the other hand, the reason for 
vocalic segments in the coda position to be omitted has a tendency of avoiding consonants 
clusters. If the second vowel in the falling diphthongs is a glide, it can be in the second timing 
slot in the rhyme part.  When the consonantal retroflex suffix /ɻ/ is fused into the rime, in the 
coda position, there will be a consonantal  cluster.  In order to prevent from the consonantal 
cluster, the final post vowel glide will be omitted. 
                                                        σ                 +     σ  --------------------------> σ 
                                                                        
                                                           R                                                                            R
              for example                                                                  
                                                       N          C                                                       N         C     
                                            
                                      k               a           j             ɻ                      k                   a          ɻ (j)
To  general  the  two reasons,  the  phonological  representations  of  the  falling diphthongs are 
brought up as a combination of a nuclear vowel and a post-nuclear glide.
® when the /i/, /y/ and /u/ are in the position of pre-nuclear, or rather, in front of  vowels as glides, they appear as /j/, /ɥ/ 
and /w/. 
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And from the retroflex suffixation below, the behaviors of the post-nuclear glides are similar to 
the final nasals. 
                          /kәw/+ ɻ ------> [kәɻ]                   
                          /paj/  + ɻ ------->[pαɻ]                    
                         / paŋ/  +ɻ -------->[pαcɻ]
                         / pan/  +ɻ -------->[pαɻ]
The derivation is indicating that the post-vocalic [w] and [j] are deleted when they are attached 
by the retroflex suffix. They have the same behavior as the [n] and [ŋ] do when being attached 
by the retroflex suffix. Therefore, if the falling diphthongs are real diphthongs, the vowels will 
be maintained instead of going through a deletion as the nasal consonants do. The deletion is 
actually to avoid the consonant clusters in Mandarin in finals. Henceforth, I will claim that the 
falling diphthongs are not real diphthongs as well. The underlying representations can be like 
these,
            Phonetic         Representation:           au       ou       ai       ei     
            Phonological  Representation:           /ɔ/©   /әw/    /aj/     /әj/     
                                                               
2.2. The Phonological Transcription of The Phonetic Data 
From the previous analysis (L.J.Wang, 1991, L.J.Wang &He, 1985), the documented resources 
of the data on the retroflex suffixation are all concerning the phonetic description of the stem 
alternation. As to the phonetic description, the representations of the phonetics mostly vary in 
whether the representations of the retroflexed rhymes should  integrate the retroflex color into 
the vowel like [paʳ] or just add the retroflex suffix in the end of the latter part of the stem like 
[par]. Despite the differ of how to represent the phonetics of the stem alternation, the data that 
the  researchers  have relied on is mostly  based on L.J.Wang (1991).  L.J.Wang (1991)  have 
generalized the previous studies including Yin (1989), Lin (1989), Duanmu (1990a) and given 
us the form© to indicate the stem alternation with phonetic account. Therefore, through the 
phonetic  description,  we  can  transcribe  the  retroflexed  rhyme  into  the  phonological  IPA 
symbols. Then we can find the rules that may stipulate the r- retroflex to be attached to the 
stem. The phonological forms of the stem rhymes and the retroflexed rhymes are based on 
Wang (1991:112-127) as followed, 
                Stem rhyme                    retroflexed rhyme                  Gloss             
                  Sɿ                                                    Sәɻ                                     silk
                  tȿʅ                                        tȿәɻ                                    branch
                  pei                                        pәɻ                                    stele
                  kәn                                       kәɻ                                    root
                  kɤ                                                     kɤɻ                                    song
                  pʰo                                       pʰoɻ                                   old women     
                  pa                                         pαɻ                                    handle
                  pʰai                                      pʰαɻ                                    card  
                  pan                                       pαɻ                                     plate             
                  tau                                        tauɻ                                      knife
                  kou                                       kouɻ                                    hook
                  kaŋ                                        kαcr                                      jar
© [au] is an exception in the analysis, since the phonetic form is equal to [ɔ], but in Mandarin, there is no such phoneme.  
We just here take it as a less rounded vowel. And the following analysis will neglect it. 
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                        Stem rhyme                  Retroflexed rhyme                Gloss
 
                            təŋ                                  təcɻ                                      light
                            tɕi                                  tɕiәɻ                                   chicken
                            tɕin                                tɕiәɻ                                   today
                            tɕiɛ                                tɕiɛɻ                                   street   
                            ia                                    iαɻ                                     tooth
                            tɕian                              tɕiαɻ                                    tine
                            pʰiau                             pʰiauɻ                                   ticket
                            tɕʰiou                            tɕʰiouɻ                                  ball 
                            liaŋ                                liαcr                                     light
                             iŋ                                   iəcɻ                                    shadow
                           kuei                                 kuәɻ                                  cabinet
                           kuәn                                kuәɻ                                   stick
                            uo                                   oɻ                                       nest
                            u                                      uɻ                                      house
                           hua                                  huαɻ                                   flower
                           kuai                                 kuαɻ                                   crutch
                           kuan                                kuαɻ                                    pot
                           kʰuaŋ                              kʰuαcr                                   basket
                            uəŋ                                  uəcɻ                                     urn
                           kʰuŋ                                 kʰur                                    blank
                            y                                       yәɻ                                     fish
                           tɕʰyn                               tɕʰyәɻ                                   skirt
                            yɛ                                     yɛɻ                                    moon
                           yan                                    yαɻ                                     yard
                           ɕiuŋ                                   ɕiuɻ                                    bear 
According to the data which has been phonologically expressed, we can generalize the same 
patterns in a column and be clear about different stem alternations when retroflex suffix is 
attached to. In the former studies, Lin (1989:99) has summarized the different stem alternations 
as below, 
i) The apical vowels will be deleted and there is a schwa insertion coming in.
ii) Schwa is inserted between the high front vowels [i] [y] and the retroflex consonant, 
but not between the high back vowel [u] and the retroflex consonant.
iii) The [i] and [n] endings will be deleted, but [u] ending will be maintained.
iv) The [ŋ] ending will nasalize the nucleus vowel and then be deleted.
v) The  schwa  insertion  is  happening  when  the  finals  are  non-low  vowels  or  nasal 
endings, with an exception of [u] in the final position.
Since I  have proposed that the  diphthongs are  not real  diphthongs,  the  explanation will  be 
modified by me. I will first generalize the possible retroflex rhymes by taking the underlying 
form of the  diphthongs as  a nucleus vowel  and a  glide.  Then I will  divide the  retroflexed 
behaviors into groups according to the stem alternation. Therefore, we can define why some of 
the [u] endings will be not deleted and some will be deleted. 
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   The Generation of the Retroflexed Rhymes in Mandarin in phonological expression
             
           stem plus consonantal ɻ --------->  retroflexed rhymes                Gloss
                           S                                                      Sәɻ                                     silk
                           tȿ                                          tȿәɻ                                    branch
                           pɛj                                        pәɻ                                    stele
                           kәn                                       kәɻ                                    root
                           kɤ                                                     kɤɻ                                    song
                           pʰo                                       pʰoɻ                                   old women     
                           pa                                         pαɻ                                    handle
                           pʰaj                                      pʰαɻ                                   card  
                           pan                                       pαɻ                                    plate             
                           kow                                      koɻ                                    hook
                           kaŋ                                       kαcr                                    jar
                           təŋ                                        təcɻ                                     light
                           tɕi                                         tɕjәɻ                                  chicken
                           tɕin                                       tɕjәɻ                                  today
                           tɕjɛ                                       tɕjәɻ                                  street   
                           ja                                          jαɻ                                     tooth
                           tɕjan                                     tɕjαɻ                                  tine
                           pʰjaw                                   pʰjαɻ                                   ticket
                           tɕʰjow                                  tɕʰjoɻ                                  ball 
                           ljaŋ                                       ljαcr                                    light
                           iŋ                                          jəcɻ                                     shadow
                           kwɛj                                     kwәɻ                                  cabinet
                           kwәn                                    kwәɻ                                  stick
                           wo                                        woɻ                                    nest
                           u                                           uɻ                                      house
                           hwa                                      hwαɻ                                  flower
                           kwaj                                     kwαɻ                                  crutch
                           kwan                                    kwαɻ                                   pot
                           kʰwaŋ                                   kʰwαcɻ                                  basket
                           wəŋ                                      wəcɻ                                     urn
                           kʰuŋ                                      kʰuɻ                                     blank
                           y                                           yәɻ                                      fish
                           tɕʰyn                                    tɕʰyәɻ                                  skirt
                           yɛ                                         yәɻ                                      moon
                           yan                                       yαɻ                                      yard
                           ɕiuŋ                                      ɕiuɻ                                    bear 
                             
Then I will  just  divide them into groups according to the retroflexed stem alternation. The 
following findings are listed,
I) The retroflex suffix is directly attaching to the stem without deleting any segment of 
the stem.             
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               kɤ+  ɻ  ------------------------> kɤɻ                                  
                pʰo+ɻ  ------------------------> pʰoɻ
                pa + ɻ  ------------------------> pαɻ
                tɕjɛ+ɻ  ------------------------>tɕjәɻ
                ja+ɻ     ------------------------> jαɻ
                pʰo+ɻ  ------------------------> pʰoɻ
                wo+ɻ    ------------------------>woɻ
                u +ɻ      ------------------------> uɻ                        
                hwa  +ɻ ------------------------> hwαɻ                              
                yɛ    +ɻ  ------------------------>yәɻ 
Through the  first  group in  the  data,  the  vowels  in  the  final  position which don't  have the 
[+back] feature will recede to the back position. For example, the [a] is retracted to the back 
position.  The  vowels  who  have  the  [+back]  feature  will  retain  the  final  vowels  and  the 
retroflexed consonant will just be added to the main syllable, like [ɤ], [o], [u]. The syllable 
which has [ɛ] in the ending will be retracted and turn [ɛ] into the retroflex vowel [ә]. Here we 
can see that the stem with a final vowel will maintain the vowels when the vowels are the back 
vowels and just add the retroflex consonant. On the other hand, the stem with a final vowel will 
recede the vowel to the back position and turn to [α] when the vowels are non-back vowels, 
except the vowel [ɛ].  
II) The final segment of the stem syllable is deleted, when attached with the retroflex 
suffix.
                  pej+ ɻ  ------------------------> pәɻ                                
                  kәn+ɻ  ------------------------> kәɻ  
                  pʰaj +ɻ------------------------> pʰαɻ               
                  pan+ɻ  ------------------------> pαɻ                          
                  kow+ɻ  ------------------------> koɻ 
                  tɕjan +ɻ------------------------>tɕjαɻ
                  tɕʰjow+ɻ------------------------>tɕʰjoɻ
                kwej+ɻ  ------------------------>kwәɻ
                  kwәn+ɻ  ------------------------>kwәɻ
                  kwaj +ɻ ------------------------> kwαɻ 
                  kuan+ɻ  ------------------------> kuαɻ
                  yan  +ɻ  ------------------------>yαɻ
The first procedure about the retroflexed suffixation in the second group is to lose the final 
consonant to avoid the consonantal clusters, and then the non-back vowels will recede to the 
back position to alter themselves into back vowels. If the vowels are back vowels, they will 
maintain the back vowels when the retroflex suffix is attaching. However, there is an exception 
that when the front vowel [e] is retracted to the retroflex vowel [ә].
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III) The final segment of the stem syllable is deleted after nasalizing its preceding vowel, 
when attached by the retroflex suffix.
                  kaŋ+ɻ   ------------------------> kαcɻ                                  
                  tәŋ+ɻ    ------------------------>təcɻ
                  ljaŋ+ɻ  - ----------------------->  ljαcr 
                  uәŋ+   ɻ ------------------------> wəcɻ 
                  kʰwaŋ+ɻ ------------------------> kʰwαcɻ 
                  kʰuŋ+ɻ  ------------------------> kʰuɻ  
                  ɕiuŋ +ɻ  ------------------------>ɕiuɻ 
               
The stem syllable with a velar nasal consonant ending will first nasalize the preceding vowel in 
nucleus position and then delete the final consonant. The vowel [a] will be retracted to the back 
vowel and be nasalized before the deletion of the velar nasal consonant. As to the retroflex 
vowel [ә] and the back vowel [u], they both will be nasalized before the stem syllable deleting 
the velar nasal consonant [ŋ]. From the data of the three groups above, we can see that no 
matter whether we have the deletion and the nasalization or not, the vowels always have the 
tendency to be in the back position. As to the vowels [e] and [ɛ],  they are not retracted to the 
back position, instead they retracted to be the retroflex vowel. 
IV) There contains an retroflex vowel insertion in the process of the retroflex suffixation 
to the stem syllable.  
                 S   +   ɻ ------------------------>Sәɻ 
                 tȿ  +  ɻ  ------------------------>tȿәɻ
                 y      +ɻ ------------------------>yәɻ                                   
                tɕʰyn+ɻ ------------------------> tɕʰyәɻ 
                tɕi+ɻ     ------------------------> tɕjәɻ                             
                tɕin+ɻ   ------------------------> tɕjәɻ  
                 iŋ+ɻ     ------------------------>  jəcɻ 
In the first place, I adopted the proposal of Ma's (2001), the underlying forms of the words 
“silk” and “branch” are actually omitting the apical vowels [ɿ] and [ʅ], according to the acoustic 
experiments. Therefore, the retroflex vowel inserts in front of the retroflex consonant. Ignoring 
the deletion of the final alveolar consonant and the vowel nasalization in the group above, the 
[i] and [y] will become the pre-nucleus glide and the retroflex vowel is inserted between the 
pre-nucleus glide and the retroflex consonant  [ɻ].  Then a question will  be raised.  Why the 
vowels [i] and [y] are not retracted to the back position or get retroflexed, instead, they become 
the pre-nucleus glides. From the analysis of the previous researches, for example, Wang (1995) 
proposed that the high front vowel [i] and [y] are not compatible with the retroflex consonant 
[ɻ] and the two vowels [i] and [y] cannot be retroflexed.  Henceforth, from the former studies, it 
is really hard to make an account for the phenomenon by applying the segmental structure. 
Instead of  applying for  the autosegmental phonology,  I  will  just  make a re-analysis of the 
phenomenon with a parallel structure of the feature geometry. I believe that it is the feature 
reciprocity that determines the alternation of the vowels into glides. 
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2.3.  Feature  Specification
Despite of the phenomena that the vowels have the tendency of being retracted to the back, we 
need to see what kind of articulating features of the retroflexed consonant has. The retroflex 
suffix morpheme  will be proposed as a single consonant here. The rhotic consonant exhibits 
phonetic variation among different languages. The area may range from the alveolar part to the 
boundary between the hard palate and the velum. In Mandarin, that the under part of the tip and 
some of the blade of the tongue will reach to the palatal zone. And the tongue dorsum also 
participates in the retroflex articulation and it retracted the vowel to the back position. The 
retroflex suffix so far has an involvement of the supralaryngeal and the laryngeal in terms of 
Feature Geometry (Clement, 1991). The retroflex suffix has the coronal feature of [-anterior, 
+distributed] and also the dorsal feature [+back]. Then I propose the following structure, 
                                                          ɻ 
                                laryngeal                       supralaryngeal
                                [+voice]    [+approximant]    Place    [+continuant]   [+retroflex]
                                                            Coronal                  Dorsal
                                                   [-anterior] [+distributed]  [+back]
However, Since the Feature Geometry contains a significant number of features to be involved, 
I will apply to the Parallel Structure of the Feature Geometry (Morén, 2003) to analyze the 
whole  procedure  of  the  retroflex  suffixation.  The  Parallel  Structure  of  Feature  Geometry 
(Morén, 2003)  was more advanced in the abundant feature theories and extended from the 
insights  of  Clements  (1991)  to  the  structural  and featural  economy.  Morén's  theory (2003) 
omits a large number of features, but gives us a new point of view on how to combine the 
features in a simple way. Instead of applying to plenty of the features, there is a simplified 
model of feature geometry in segmental representations. The parallel structure is based on the 
alternation of the two significant features, closed and open of the articulation in manner and 
coronal and dorsal in place. With Steriade's Aperture Model (1993) of the Relative Openness 
and Relative Sonority on consonant class and vowel class, it is quoted by Morén (2003),
          Consonant Class              Relative Openness            Relative Sonority
          rhotic approximants                     
          lateral approximants
          fricatives
          stops                         
          Vowel Class                    Relative Openness            Relative Sonority
          low
          mid
          high 
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Then the parallel structure (Morén, 2003) is hypothesized with a simplified model with respect 
to the manners of consonants and vowels. The skeleton is also based on Clements (1995) with 
the same idea that V-place (manner) is dependent on C-place (manner). 
                                                                C-manner
                                                  [open]                                [closed]
                                                               V-manner
                                                 [open]                                  [closed]
The  parallel  structure  not  only  solves  the  problems  on  how  to  express  the  vowels  and 
consonants, but also without counteract the expression of the sonorants. Sonarant consonants 
can have both a terminal C-manner feature and a terminal V-manner feature (Morén, 2003). 
Then we can imagine the internal spreading in the way of the parallel structure. The feature 
spreading from a vowel to another vowel is not blocked in the condition that vowels only have 
the V-manner and  consonants have the C-manner. The diagram quoted from Morén (2003) can 
be as such,
                 [V1]                   [C1]                  [ V2]                   [C2]
               C-manner         C-manner        C-manner           C-manner 
              
               V-manner                                 V-manner
                  
                 [V1]                   [C1]                  [ V2]                   [C2]
               C-manner         C-manner        C-manner           C-manner 
                                         [closed]                                         [open]
              
               V-manner                                 V-manner
                  
               [closed]                                       [open]
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Then when we refer to the parallel structure of the retroflex suffixation, we can find the manner 
assimilation  or  nasalization  when  the  retroflex  suffix  is  attaching  to  the  stem  syllable. 
Therefore, I will make a skeleton for illustrating the process and the Parallel Structure Model( 
PSM) is adopted here for the segment inventory (Morén, 2003). Since the retroflex suffixation 
is only involved with the rhyme parts of the stem syllable and the retroflex suffix, we can just 
ignore the features of the onset part of the stem syllable. Thus, I will just concentrate on the 
features of all the possible vowels, the approximants and consonants, which are the finals. 
The phonetic descriptions of the surface vowels 
  Front Central Back
High: i/y ʅ ɿ  u 
Mid-High: e  ɤ  o (ɔ)
 Mid:  ә  
Mid-Low:   ɛ 
Mid-Low:   a α
Since I have discussed the underlying forms of the phonological representations of the vowels 
as above, here I propose that [i], [ʅ], [ɿ] have one phoneme, taken as /i/, due to the fact that they 
are in complementary distribution. In the final endings, we have the high vowels [i][y][u] which 
have the V-manner [closed]. The  phonetics of the high vowels in Mandarin involve the tip of 
the tongue touching the front of the palate and the root of the teeth. And there is no significant 
open in the oral  cavity. Henceforth, I  propose that the high vowels have the vocal manner 
[closed]. Therefore, the feature of the phoneme /i/ is proposed as below,
                          
                               High vowel /i/                [             ]             [              ]
                           
                                                                          C-manner           C-place
                                                                           V-manner          V-place
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 [cor]
and as to other high vowels, the [y] and [u] have no arguments about the phonemes. Their 
phonetic forms are their own phonemes /y/, /u/. They both round up the lip with a labial figure. 
The difference is that for the rounded back vowel [u], the phonetic casts on the round tips and 
the back of the tongue humping towards the soft palate of the dorsal part, whereas the tongue 
[y] towards the hard palate of the coronal part. And their features with a PSM structure are like 
these,
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            High vowel /y/                                   [             ]             [              ]
                           
                                                                          C-manner           C-place
                                                                           V-manner          V-place
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 [lab]     [cor]
           High vowel /u/                                   [             ]             [              ]
                           
                                                                          C-manner           C-place
                                                                           V-manner          V-place
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 [lab]     [dor]
As to  the   Mid-vowels,  the  vowels  [e],  [o]  and [ә]  are  underlyingly [ә],  since they are in 
complementary distribution.  The distribution of three vowels is indicating that the three vowels 
are in a complementary distribution.
   
                 e      [ei] [ie] ---------------------   ə    [əi]  [iə]                    
                o      [ou]       ---------------------   ə    [əu] 
                  
Here the two vowels [e] and [o] are considered as one phoneme /ә/ with a V-manner of both 
[closed] and [open]. As we see, Mid-vowels are hard to describe, since  “it is impossible to raise 
the body of the tongue above the the neutral position and simultaneously lower it below that 
level”(Morén, 2003:235). Therefore, Morén (2003) claims that the simultaneous raising and 
lowering gestures  result  in  an intermediate  position and a  vocal  tract  constriction mid-way 
between a high and low vowel. Here, the PSM feature of Mid-vowels allots as below,
  
            Mid vowel /ә/                                 [             ]            
                           
                                                                          C-manner           
                                                                           V-manner          
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 
                                                                                        [open]
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The Mid vowel [ә] which has the V-manner as [closed] and [open], then let's turn to the place 
features.  Since  the  vowel  has  different  allophones,  it  can  be  front  and  back.  Thus,  it  is 
underspecified with V-place which can be varied. In general,  to the retroflex vowel [ә], for the 
oral cavity, the tip of the tongue is touching the coronal palate and the root of the tongue is 
approaching to the dorsal part of the soft palate, which results in half [open] and half [closed]. 
The PSM model of the vowel [ә] will be  as such,
                                                                                          [ә]           
                           
                                                                          C-manner                 C-place
                                                                           V-manner                V-place
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                        [      ]
                                                                                        [open]
Regarding of the low vowels, the low vowels [a], [α] are always considered to be one phoneme 
/a/. The front vowel [a] occurs when there is a alveolar nasal ending [n], on the contrary, the 
back vowel [α] comes up when there is a velar nasal ending [ŋ]. Here in order to pronounce the 
vowel /a/, the open oral cavity is essential so that the manner includes a [open] feature.  Low 
vowel /a/,                                            
                                                                      [             ]            
                           
                                                                          C-manner           
                                                                           V-manner          
                                                                           [open]                      
And the phoneme [a] has the allophone of [α], which has a dorsal feature. In this part, the vowel 
[a] will be be underspecified of V-place as well. Since, it can be varied. Thus,  the PSM of the 
low vowel will be as followed,
 
                                                                                               [a]
                            
                                                                          C-manner                    C-place
                                                                           V-manner                  V-place
                                                                           [open]                            [     ]
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Therefore, I propose that the tableau with a PSM feature specification of the vowels.
               
C-manner V-manner V-place






/u/ [u] √ √










Now since the phenomenon concerns only the rhyme part  of the syllable, it is  sufficient to 
eliminate the onset consonants and leave the features of the consonants in the coda position to 
be  analyzed.  As  I  have  proposed  the  underlying  forms  of  the  diphthongs,  the  underlying 
diphthongs consist of [j] and [w] in the final endings. With a conceptual scan, the glides of /j/ 
and /w/ are the surface forms of the vowels /i/ and /u/.  Once they occupy the coda position, 
they are the allophones of the two vowels. Many alternative proposals argue that in Mandarin 
there are only two vowels /a/ and /ә/, and /i/, /y/ and /u/ present themselves as /j/, /ɥ/ and /w/. 
However, here I propose that in the final endings of the diphthongs, /i/ and /u/ are actually /j/ 
and /w/, whereas in the monothongs, they still  remain to be /i/  and /u/.  Given the analysis 
above, /j/ and /w/ have the same feature specification as /i/ and /u/.
         glide /j/                                                [             ]             [              ]
                           
                                                                          C-manner           C-place
                                                    [closed]         V-manner            [cor]
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 
          glide /w/                                             [              ]             [              ]
                           
                                                                          C-manner           C-place
                                                      [closed]       V-manner          [lab]     [dor]
                                                                             
                                                                         [closed]                 
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And it remains two consonants not mentioned, one of which is alveolar nasal and the other is 
velar nasal. For pronouncing the two nasals, the oral cavity closes and and the airflow goes 
through the nasal cavity. The tongue approaches to the coronal palate in the alveolar nasal [n], 
in contrast, to the dorsal palate in the velar nasal [ŋ]. Therefore, both of nasal consonants have 
the [nasal] features. Nasals are the topics in the feature geometry in debate and subject to a lot 
of researches, because of the peculiar figures. The Parallel Structure of Feature Geometry is 
built on the comparisons between vowels and consonants (Morén, 2003). However, for nasals, 
they sometimes act like stops and sometimes like sonorant consonants. When /n/ appears in the 
onset part of a mono-syllable in Mandarin, it always behaviors like a sonorant consonant with a 
open vocal cavity. Referring to be the final endings, they usually are taken as stops. Then that 
the postulation of nasality relates to the manner of articulation is adopted here (Morén, 2003). 
                                              C-manner
                                   [closed]
                                            [nasal]
                                                                [open]
                                              V-manner
                                    [closed]
                                            [nasal]
                                                                [open]
And for the /n/ and /ŋ/ PSM feature geometry,
 
             /n/                             [              ]                [                ]
                                                
                                             C-manner                         C-place
                                   [closed]
                                            [nasal]                                [cor]
                                                               
                                            
            /ŋ/                             [              ]                 [                ]
                                                
                                             C-manner                         C-place
                                   [closed]
                                            [nasal]                                [dor]
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Therefore,  the  PSM  feature  specification  of  the  final  endings,  which  are  involved  in  the 
retroflex suffixation is in the tableau.   
         
C-manner V-manner C-place
[closed] [open] [nasal]  [closed]  [open]  [Coronal]   [Dorsal]
Stop /n/ [n]   √  √ √
/ŋ/ [ŋ]   √  √ √
approximant /j/ [j]  √  √ √
/w/ [w]  √  √ √
  
In general, the vowels which have been dispersed among high vowels /i/, /y/, /u/, mid vowel /ә/ 
and low vowel /a/ in Mandarin. With the feature specification of PSM geometry, they have the 
V-manner of [open] and [closed], as to the V-place, I propose that they vary in coronal place 
and dorsal place. Referring to the consonants, the post-vocalic glides which are the allophones 
of the vowels /i/ and /u/ have the same V-manner as the vowels /i/, /u/ do and C-manner of 
[closed].  The alveolar  nasal  and velar  nasal  both contains  a [nasal]  feature  in  the  manner, 
compared with post-vocalic glides. To specify the C-place, the alveolar nasal /n/ has the [cor] 
feature, while the velar nasal [ŋ] has [dor] feature. Therefore, I will sum it up in one tableau as 
below, 
          
C-manner V-manner C-place V-place
[closed] [open] [nasal] [closed] [open] [Cor] [Dor] [Cor] [Dor]
Stop /n/ [n]   √  √ √
/ŋ/ [ŋ]   √  √ √
approximant /j/ [j]   √ √ √
/w/ [w]   √ √ √
High vowel /i/ [i][ʅ]
[ɿ]
√ √
/y/ [y] √ √
/u/ [u] √ √




Low vowel /a/ [a][α] √
Since the feature geometry of the retroflex consonant /ɻ/ contains too many features, in order to 
be  shorten,  I  will  analyze  the  retroflex  consonant  /ɻ/  with  a  Parallel  Structure  of  Feature 
Geometry. The rhotic coda /ɻ/ dispenses the tongue into two parts in Beijing dialect, the tip and 
the root. With the tip touching the hard palate and the dorsum of the tongue lifting towards the 
soft  palate,  the  retroflex  consonant  has  both  [cor]  and  [dor]  features  in  C-place,  and  the 
retroflex feature is a dependent of posterior coronal, which can be taken as a [retro] feature with 
the apex of tip attached to posterior coronal. And with opening the mouth and blocking the 
lateral part of the turbulence, the rhotic /ɻ/ has [open] in C-manner and [closed] in V-manner.
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So the tableau is followed, 
C-manner V-manner C-place
[closed] [open] [nasal]  [closed]  [open]  [Coronal] [Dorsal]
Rhotic /ɻ/ /ɻ/ [ɻ]    √ √ √ √
Then the PSM feature Geometry  for retroflex suffixation,  
 
                           [Root node]                                                                
                  C-manner                C-place                             
      [closed]                                                                                                      
                                                               [cor]                      [dor] 
     [nasal]   V-manner                  V-place
                                    [open]                                   
    
     [closed]                               [cor]                       [dor]
            [nasal]                      
                                    [open] 
Then we will figure out how the retroflex suffix is attached to the rime with a Parallel Structure 
of Feature Geometry. Now we turn to the first group which the retroflex suffix is added without 
deleting any segments in the stem. 
             
                kɤ+  ɻ  ------------------------> kɤɻ                                  
                pʰo+ɻ  ------------------------> pʰoɻ
                pa + ɻ  ------------------------> pαɻ
                tɕjɛ+ɻ  ------------------------>tɕjәɻ
                ja+ɻ     ------------------------> jαɻ
                pʰo+ɻ  ------------------------> pʰoɻ
                wo+ɻ    ------------------------>woɻ
                u +ɻ      ------------------------> uɻ                        
                hwa  +ɻ ------------------------> hwαɻ  
                 yɛ    +ɻ  ------------------------>yәɻ 
Since we propose the retroflex vowel is the underlying phoneme of mid vowels, due to that /ә/ 
is  in  a  complementary  distribution  with  other  mid  vowels.  The  data  with  a  phonological 
representation can be summarized as
                 
                 /ә/ +/ɻ/------------------------>[әɻ]
                  /a/+/ɻ/ ------------------------>[αɻ]©
                 /u/ +/ɻ/ ------------------------>[uɻ]
Then we apply PSM feature geometry to see how the  retroflex  /ɻ/ fuses into the endings of 
vowels in the stem.  
                
©Here the vowel [a] and [α] are allophones, it is just for indicating that [α] is a back vowel with a dorsal 
feature. 
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               /ә/ +/ɻ/------------------------>[әɻ]
                         /ә/                 +                                      /ɻ /                   ------------------------->       /ә/                               
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                             C-manner           C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                        [cor]                                                           
   V-manner                     V-place          V-manner[open]                   [dor]                                             
                                                                                                                                     V-manner             V-place
  [closed]                                                   [closed]       [retro]
                  [open]              [     ]                                                                        [closed]                       [    ]
                                                                                                                                                [open]                    [dor]
                                              /ɻ/                                                                                        
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place        
                            V-manner           [cor]           
                                           [open]                      [dor]
                                  [closed]       [retro]
             /a/+/ɻ/ ------------------------>[αɻ]
                         /a/                 +                                      /ɻ /                   ------------------------->       /α/                               
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                C-manner           C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                           
   V-manner                   V-place             V-manner [open]                   [dor]                                             
                                                                                                                                     V-manner             V-place
                                                                                          [retro]
     [open]                         [   ]                    [closed]                                                                         
                                                                                                                                     [open]                    [dor]
                                            /ɻ/                                                                                        
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place
                            V-manner           [cor]           
                                           [open]                      [dor]
                                  [closed]      [retro]
 
           /u/ +/ɻ/ ------------------------>[uɻ]
                         /u/                 +                                      /ɻ /                   ------------------------->       /u/                               
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                C-manner           C-place
                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                        [cor]                                                           
   V-manner                   V-place            V-manner [open]                   [dor]                                             
                                                                                                                                     V-manner             V-place
                                                                                       [retro]
     [closed]                      [dor]                 [closed]                                                                                                 
                                                                                                                                      [closed]                  [dor]
                                               /ɻ/                                                                                        
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place
                              V-manner       [cor]           
                                           [open]                      [dor]
                                  [closed]     [retro]
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As we can see,  in the first  group, no matter how variable the vowels are in the V-manner 
features, the retroflex consonant /ɻ/ tries to assimilate the vowels in place so that all the vowels 
will retract to the back and be compatible with the dorsal feature of the retroflex consonant. The 
allophone vowels of the retroflex vowel such as [o], [ɤ]  match the assimilation and the dorsal 
feature remains. As to the allophone of [ɛ],  it assimilates the dorsal feature of the retroflex 
consonant as well. And it adds a [cor] feature as well and becomes a retroflex vowel. Therefore, 
I underspecify the [cor] feature in the phoneme of [ә]  . As to the [retro] feature in the coronal, 
since the retroflex consonant is one segment in the syllable, the retroflex feature remains the 
same place in the retroflex consonant. 
In the second group,  
                 pej+ ɻ  ------------------------> pәɻ                                
                  kәn+ɻ  ------------------------> kәɻ  
                  pʰaj +ɻ------------------------> pʰαɻ               
                  pan+ɻ  ------------------------> pαɻ                                              
                  kow+ɻ  ------------------------> koɻ 
                  tɕjan +ɻ------------------------>tɕjαɻ
                  tɕʰjow+ɻ------------------------>tɕʰjoɻ
                kwej+ɻ  ------------------------>kwәɻ
                  kwәn+ɻ  ------------------------>kwәɻ
                  kwaj +ɻ ------------------------> kwαɻ 
                  kuan+ɻ  ------------------------> kuαɻ
                  yan  +ɻ  ------------------------>yαɻ
The phoneme takes the place of the surface vowel and the summary of the second group is as 
followed, 
                      /әj/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /әn/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /әw/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
                     /aj/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]                  
It seems that with a deletion of the final consonant, including /j/, /w/ and /n/, the retroflex suffix 
/ɻ/  assimilates  the  vowels  in  place.  If  the  vowel  doesn't  have  a  [dor]  feature,  it  will  be 
assimilated to recede to the back by the retroflex suffix. And the [retro] feature remains in the 
retroflex consonant.  
The skeletons are as below,
                 /әj/ +/ɻ/------------------------>[әɻ]
                         /ә/                                                       /j/                  +                            / ɻ /         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                         [closed]                                                                           [cor]          
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner                [cor]           V-manner [open]                    [dor]
                                                                                                                                             
  [closed]                                                   [closed]                                          [closed]           [retro]
                  [open]              [    ] 
                        /ә/                                                      /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
  [closed]                       [   ]                     [closed]             [retro]                           
                  [open]                        [dor] 
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         /әn/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]                                       
                              
                         /ә/                                                      /n/                 +                            / ɻ /         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                                          [cor]          
   V-manner                     V-place               [nasal]                  [cor]           V-manner                               [dor]
                                                                                                                                      [open]       
  [closed]                       [cor]                                                                           [closed]           [retro]
                  [open]                      [dor] 
                                        
                                                                         
                           /ә/                                                      /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                            [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
  [closed]                       [cor]                     [closed]            [retro]                              
                  [open]                        [dor] 
                                        
       /әw/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                         /ә/                                                     /w/                 +                            / ɻ /         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                                          [cor]          
   V-manner                     V-place           V-manner                  [dor]           V-manner                               [dor]
                                                                                                                                      [open]       
  [closed]                                                 [closed]                                          [closed]            [retro]
                  [open]             [    ] 
                                                                                                               
                           /ә/                                                      /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
  [closed]                       [    ]                     [closed]           [retro]                               
                  [open]                        [dor] 
                                       
       /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
                        /a/                                                   /n/                          +                      /ɻ/          -----------------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place        C-manner                   C-place         C-manner              C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                               [open]  [cor]                      
   V-manner                   V-place          [nasal]                         [cor]           V-manner                        
                                                                                                                                                            [dor]
                                                                                                                                             [retro]
     [open]                         [  ]                                                                        [closed]                   
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                       /α/                                                       /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
                                                                  [closed]            [retro]                              
      [open]                        [dor] 
                                        
       /aj/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
                   
                        /a/                                                   /j/                          +                      /ɻ/          -----------------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place        C-manner                   C-place         C-manner              C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                               [open]  [cor]                      
   V-manner                   V-place          V-manner                   [cor]           V-manner                        
                                                                                                                                                            [dor]
                                                                                                                                            [retro]
     [open]                         [  ]                   [closed]                                        [closed]                   
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                       
                     
                        /α/                                                       /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                            [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
                                                                  [closed]             [retro]                            
      [open]                        [dor]
Given the  structures above,  the  retroflex suffix  assimilates the dorsal  feature  in  place.  The 
assimilation makes the low front vowel retract to be the back vowel. As to the mid vowels, the 
allophone [e]  of  [ә]  has  the  assimilation of dorsal  feature and add another  [cor]  feature to 
become a retroflex vowel. The allophone [o] which has a dorsal feature remains the same. Due 
to the consonantal cluster, all the finals are deleted after the retroflex consonant is attached to. 
In the third group, 
                  kaŋ+ɻ   ------------------------> kαcɻ                                 
                  tәŋ+ɻ    ------------------------>təcɻ
                  ljaŋ+ɻ  - ----------------------->  ljαcr 
                  uәŋ+   ɻ ------------------------> uəcɻ 
                  kʰwaŋ+ɻ ------------------------> kʰwαcɻ 
                  kʰuŋ+ɻ  ------------------------> kʰuɻ 
                  ɕiuŋ +ɻ  ------------------------>ɕiuɻ 
Then we can summarize it, 
                  /aŋ/ + /ɻ /  ------------------------>[αcɻ]    
                  /әŋ/ +/ɻ /  ------------------------> [əcɻ]  
                  /uŋ/+ /ɻ / ------------------------> [uɻ] 
From the data, we can see that the velar nasal in the coda position first nasalized the nuclear 
vowel  and then get  deleted.  I  will  apply the  PSM feature geometry as well  to analyze the 
phenomenon. 
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                /aŋ/ + /ɻ /  ------------------------> [αcɻ] 
                       /a/                                                     /ŋ/                         +                      /ɻ/          -----------------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place        C-manner                   C-place         C-manner              C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                               [open]  [cor]                      
   V-manner                   V-place          [nasal]                         [dor]           V-manner                        
                                                                                                                                                            [dor]
                                                                                                                                             [retro]
     [open]                         [   ]                                                                      [closed]                   
                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                                                            
                        /αc/                                                       /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
 [nasal]                                                         [closed]                                          
         [open]                       [dor]
           /әŋ/ +/ɻ /  ------------------------> [əcɻ]
                          /ә/                                        (            /ŋ/          )       +                            / ɻ /         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                                          [cor]          
   V-manner                     V-place               [nasal]                  [dor]           V-manner                               [dor]
                                                                                                                                      [open]       
  [closed]                       [cor]                                                                           [closed]           [retro]
                  [open]                        [dor] 
                                        
                                                                         
                           /əc/                                                      /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place           C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
   V-manner                     V-place             V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
[closed]                       [cor]                     [closed]             [retro]                             
    [nasal]                                      [dor] 
              [open]
        /uŋ/+ /ɻ / ------------------------> [uɻ] 
                        /u/                                        (          /ŋ/      )                   +                      /ɻ/          -----------------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place        C-manner                   C-place         C-manner              C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                               [open]  [cor]                      
   V-manner                   V-place          [nasal]                         [dor]           V-manner                        
                                                                                                                                                            [dor]
                                                                                                                                             [retro]
     [closed]                     [dor]                                                                     [closed]                   
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                         /u/                                                       /ɻ/  
                                                                                                                               
       C-manner                   C-place            C-manner                C-place                    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                          [cor]                                                 
      V-manner                     V-place        V-manner [open]                                     
                                                                                                               [dor]                                
 [closed]                                                      [closed]          [retro]                                
      [nasal]                         [dor]
With an assimilation of the dorsal feature in place from the retroflex consonant, the low vowel 
retracted to be a back vowel and all other vowels which have the dorsal feature are not being 
affected. Then before the velar nasal gets deletion itself,  it  assimilates the vowel as well in 
nasalization. Therefore, the nuclear vowel gets assimilation and have the [nasal] feature in V-
manner. And the retroflex feature [retro] is still in the retroflex consonant. 
In the fourth group,
                 S   +   ɻ ------------------------>Sәɻ 
                 tȿ  +  ɻ  ------------------------>tȿәɻ
                y      +ɻ ------------------------>yәɻ                                   
                tɕʰyn+ɻ ------------------------> tɕʰyәɻ 
                tɕi+ɻ     ------------------------> tɕjәɻ                             
                tɕin+ɻ   ------------------------> tɕjәɻ  
                 iŋ+ɻ     ------------------------>  jəcɻ 
We can sum it up as below, 
                /Ø/+  /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
               /y/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
               /yn/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
               /i/   + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jәɻ] 
              /in/ + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jәɻ] 
              /iŋ/ + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jəcɻ] 
In the first glance, we choose to neglect the final nasal deletion and final nasalization of the 
nuclear vowels. There is an insertion of the retroflex vowel /ә/ between the retroflex consonant 
and apical vowels and the apical vowels become pre-nuclear glides. The procedure is much 
more complicate than the first three groups. Hence, we first apply the PSM feature geometry.
              
            /Ø/+  /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
           /Ø/      +    /ɻ/           -------------------->                        / ә /                                       /ɻ/ 
                                        
                  C-manner            C-place                       C-manner            C-place                C-manner          C-place
            V-manner       [cor]                                  V-manner              V-place              V-manner    [cor]       
                        [open]                      [dor]                                                                                [open]                [dor]
              [closed]         [retro]                         [closed]                [cor]                           [closed]      [retro]
                                                                                            [open]                  [dor]
              
               /y/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]                                                     
                        /y/                 +                                       /ɻ /                   ------------------------->          /ɥ/                           
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner             C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                       [cor]                                [closed]                           
   V-manner                     V-place          V-manner  [open]                 [dor]                       V-manner                [cor]               
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                      [retro]
     [closed]                       [cor]                [closed]                                                                 [closed]
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                                                            /ә/                                                            /ɻ/ 
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place                      C-manner            C-place
                                  V-manner             V-place                      V-manner      [cor]        
                                                                                                              [open]                      [dor]
                             [closed]                 [cor]                                   [closed]      [retro]
                                                    [open]                   [dor]
                                         
               /yn/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]                  
                      /y/                                                           / n /                              +                                /ɻ /        -------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed[                                                                                             [cor]       
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                 [cor]                                    V-manner                                       
                                                                                                                                                        [open]                  [dor]
                                                                                                                                                                    [retro]
     [closed]                      [cor]                                                                                           [closed]
                         /ɥ/                                                  /ә/                                                            /ɻ/
        C-manner            C-place              C-manner           C-place                       C-manner            C-place  
[closed]                                                                                                                                      [cor]
        V-manner           [cor]                  V-manner             V-place                    V-manner                         [dor]
                                                                                                                                           [open]
                                                      [closed]                 [cor]                                                      [retro]
           [closed]                                                [open]                    [dor]              [closed]
                 /i/   + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jәɻ]
                     
                         /i/                 +                                     /ɻ /                   ------------------------->            /j/                               
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner               C-place                                C-manner           C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                        [cor]                               [closed]                            
   V-manner                     V-place          V-manner [open]                   [dor]                    V-manner              [cor] 
                                                                                                                               
                                                                                       [retro]
     [closed]                        [cor]               [closed]                                                        [closed]
                                                            /ә/                                                            /ɻ/ 
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place                      C-manner            C-place
                                  V-manner             V-place                      V-manner      [cor]        
                                                                                                              [open]                      [dor]
                             [closed]                 [cor]                                   [closed]      [retro]
                                                    [open]                   [dor]           
              /in/ + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jәɻ]
                         /i/                                                         / n /                               +                                /ɻ /        -------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                                                             [cor]       
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                 [cor]                                    V-manner                                       
                                                                                                                                                        [open]                  [dor]
                                                                                                                                                                    [retro]
     [closed]                      [cor]                                                                                           [closed]
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                         /j/                                                  /ә/                                                            /ɻ/
        C-manner            C-place              C-manner           C-place                       C-manner            C-place  
[closed]                                                                                                                                      [cor]
        V-manner           [cor]                  V-manner             V-place                    V-manner                         [dor]
                                                                                                                                           [open]               
                                                      [closed]                 [cor]                                                      [retro]
           [closed]                                                [open]                    [dor]              [closed]
           /iŋ/ + /ɻ/ ------------------------> [jəcɻ]  
I)
                         /i/                      +                                 /ŋ /      -------------------------->                    /j/                                     
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed[                                                       [closed]                                             
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                 [dor]                                    V-manner                 [cor] 
                                                                                                                                                                             
    
     [closed]                      [cor]                                                                                           [closed]
                                                            /ә/                                                            /ŋ/ 
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place                      C-manner            C-place
                                                                         
                                  V-manner             V-place        [closed]                              [dor]       
                                                                                             [nasal]               
                             [closed]                 [cor]                                
                                                    [open]                   [dor]
           
II)                    /j/                                                  /ә/                                                          /ŋ/                         +
        C-manner            C-place              C-manner           C-place                       C-manner              C-place  
[closed]                                                                                                     [closed]                   
        V-manner           [cor]                  V-manner             V-place                                                      [dor]        
                                                                                                                      [nasal]                           
                                                      [closed]                 [cor]
           [closed]                                                [open]                    [dor]             
                   /ɻ/            ---------------------->                       /j/                                              /əc/
 
     C-manner                C-place                     C-manner                 C-place         C-manner            C-place
                                             
    V-manner             [cor]                [closed]   V-manner                  [cor]          V-manner            V-place
             [open]                       [dor]                                                                                    
     [closed]              [retro]                              [closed]                          [closed]                      [cor]
                                                                                               [nasal]                               [dor]
                                                                                                           [open]
                                              /ɻ/                                                                                        
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place
                            V-manner          [cor]           
                                           [open]                      [dor]
                                  [closed]     [retro]
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The indigestible part of the retroflex suffixation is about spreading the dorsal feature to the high 
front vowel /i/, /y/. The high front vowels are not compatible to be retroflexed, so the high front 
vowel becomes a  pre-nuclear glide to maintain its feature. Thus, in order to suffice the normal 
CVC structure in words, there comes a retroflex vowel, which owns both the [cor] and [dor] 
features. When the word has a velar nasal ending, before the deletion of the velar nasal ending, 
the vowel receives a nasal feature from the velar nasal. In the first example, there is a vacancy 
in the vowel position, thus, the retroflex vowel fills in to complete the retroflex suffixation. And 
from the second to the fifth example, neglecting the deletion of the alveolar nasal in coda, the 
high vowels /i/ and /y/ both turn to be the pre-nuclear glides and retroflex vowel /ә/ inserts in 
between. In the sixth example, I propose that there are two procedures. In the first skeleton, 
there is an insertion of the retroflex vowel. This proposal is also adopted by Wang (1963:22), 
who indicated that the [iŋ] is actually pronounced as [iәŋ]. Then after the insertion, the second 
skeleton is about the nasalization of the retroflex vowel. From the data and the analysis above, I 
propose that the dorsal feature of the retroflex consonant is the key for retracting all the vowels 
in the nuclear position to the back. From the data, we can see that without a  a consonant ending 
in the syllable, the vowels such as [u], [ә] which have the dorsal feature remain steady and 
unchangeable and the retroflex suffix is directly attached to the stem, while the vowel such as 
/a/ which doesn't have the dorsal feature will accept the dorsal feature of the retroflex consonant 
and retract to the back to become an allophone of the phoneme. As to the high front vowels, 
they  maintain  their  features  but  turn to  a  pre-nuclear  glide.  The retroflex  vowel  comes  in 
between  to  finish  the  CVC structure.  The  syllable  which  has  a  alveolar  nasal  ending  will 
eliminate the alveolar nasal ending in the first place, and then the procedure of adding retroflex 
suffix is as the same as adding retroflex suffix to the syllable without consonant endings. The 
syllable with a velar nasal ending will first nasalize the nuclear vowel and then delete itself, 
when  the  retroflex  suffixation  is  attaching  to  the  rime.  As  to  the  examples   /iŋ/  +  /ɻ/ 
------------------------> [jəcɻ], there are several arguments about the underlying forms of the [iŋ] 
and also about whether the nasalization of the nuclear vowels is before the retroflex suffix is 
attached to or after. Despite of all the conflict talk, in this paper, I apply the Parallel Structure of 
Feature  Geometry  (Morén,  2003)  to  analyze  the  phenomenon  of  the  retroflex  suffixation. 
Compared with other feature geometry, the Parallel structure of Feature Geometry covers a 
concise way of how to combine the features, since Feature Geometry (Clement, 1991) involves 
too many features for describing vowels and consonants. The PSM is a simple and precise 
innovation on phonological feature specifications.
And when it is referring to the feature of nasal, the Feature Geometry (Clement, 1991) doesn't 
make a clear statement in the nasals, since it is a contradict issue by assuming it as a stop or 
continuant sonorant.  In this paper, I will adopt the nasals in the coda position as stops and the 
feature of the nasal will be in the Manner of the structure, equal to the  [closed] and [open] 
features. Then we discover that the consonant assimilates the nuclear vowel by nasalization and 
the retroflex consonant tries to assimilate the final vowel in dorsal features as well. It proves 
that  in Mandarin  words,  the nuclear vowel  has a related co-articulation with the  preceding 
retroflex consonant and the consonants in the final endings. 
With  a  deep  insight  of   how the  retroflex  suffix  fuses  into  the  main  syllable  on  feature 
specifications,  we may have the wonder that how the universal constraints select the candidates 
and make the harmony of the vowels with the retroflex suffix. Therefore, we will make an 
account of OT for the phenomenon of the retroflex suffixation in the following paragraphs.
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2.4.  The Optimality Theory Account
The classic OT (Prince and Smolensky,1993; McCarthy and Prince, 1993a) is aroused by a 
series  of  internal  interaction  between  conflicting  constraints  in  the  surface  forms  of  the 
language. The goal of OT is to account for the phonological phenomena through a selection of a 
hierarchy ranking to select the best candidate. The former rule-based approaches (Kenstowicz 
and Kisseberth, 1977; Goldsmith, 1976) will load the burden to the constraints in OT (Patrick 
A. Bye, 2002). The basic components of OT are GEN, which generates possible competitors of 
the  outputs  and  also  includes  the  outputs  themselves,  EVAL  which  selects  the  optimal 
candidate  through a language-specific constraint hierarchy, and Input&Output. The schema can 
be as such,
   
           Input                        GEN                       EVAL                       Output
The infinitive candidates as Inputs come to GEN to select possible candidates and then through 
a specific constraint hierarchy EVAL, finally cut down to the optimal one. As to the constraints, 
there are two types of constraints: Faithfulness constraints –to maintain the same features from 
the input to the output, and the Markedness constraints—to perform the actor of well-formness 
in outputs. The markedness constraints provoke the alter in the phonological structures, whereas 
the  faithfulness  constraints  maintain  the  phonological  structures  to  be  consistent.  The 
interaction between the Faithfulness and Markedness constraints constitutes the whole selection 
and  help to choose the best candidate. 
Here in order to get a better answer of how the retroflex suffixation affects the stem with a 
phonological  account,  I  will  apply classic  OT to  this  phenomenon of  suffix-triggered stem 
alternation. First of all, the constraints which are concerned are advanced in hand to constitute 
the hierarchy. In this section, the systematic account will be given under the theory of classic 
OT. 
In the beginning, we have to turn to our examples that are in groups, 
     /ә/ +/ɻ/  ------------------------>[әɻ]
     /a/+/ɻ/   ------------------------>[αɻ]
     /u/ +/ɻ/   ------------------------>[uɻ]
     /әj/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
     /әn/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
     /әw/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
     /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
     /aj/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [αɻ]
     /aŋ/ + /ɻ /------------------------>[αcɻ]    
     /әŋ/ +/ɻ /  ------------------------> [əcɻ] 
     /uŋ/+ /ɻ / ------------------------> [uɻ] 
     /Ø/+  /ɻ/    ------------------------> [әɻ]
     /y/ + /ɻ/   ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
     /yn/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
     /i/   + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]  
     /in/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]  
     /iŋ/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jəcɻ]  
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We can see the final approximants /j/ and /w/ are deleted because there is a consonant cluster in 
the  coda,  since  Mandarin  syllables  don't  allow  consonant  clusters  in  the  coda  position. 
Therefore, I propose one markedness constraint---No complex coda *CC]σ to rule out the final 
clusters,      
     
     *CC]σ
        No complex coda is allowed in a syllable. 
The constraint of avoiding coda complexity (Blevins, 1995) is based on the languages which 
has  closed  syllables  and  prevent  from complex  finals.  It  functions  as  provoking  the  stem 
alternation  and  grounded  as  a  certain  type  that  some  syllables  are  over  chosen  others.  In 
Mandarin, it is allowed to have complex onsets but disallowed complex coda. Henceforth, this 
constraint is forged into a dominate position in Mandarin. And since the markedness constraint 
is lift up, the relative faithfulness constraint I propose that is No Deletion—MAX-IO, which is 
the contradict one against the final coda deletion. 
     MAX-IO
     The segment in the input has a correspondence in the output.
It is, or rather, a prevention from deletion. In Mandarin, the constraint---*CC]σ should dominate 
the faithfulness constraint MAX-IO. Otherwise, many forbidden forms such as */kajɻ /,*/kawɻ/ 
will be valid. The hierarchy will be  *CC]σ>>MAX-IO. In the following tableaux, the optimal 
candidate will be marked with a special “→” and the violation of the candidate will be marked 
with an asterisk “*”. If the violation is fatal, it will be marked with an exclamation mark “!”.
   *CC]σ     MAX-IO
  /әj/+ /ɻ/   → [әɻ]  *
       [әjɻ]  *!
  /әw/+ /ɻ/   → [әɻ]  *
     [әwɻ]  *!
The first violation in the ranking will be fatal. Due to that the markedness constraint is over 
ranked than the faithfullness constraint, the optimal candidate is favored with a single coda. 
Then Although the first candidates of each group have a violation of no deletion, they are still 
optimal. 
Given the data, 
      /a/+/ɻ/    ------------------------>[αɻ]
      /an/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------>[αɻ]
      /aj/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------>[αɻ]
we will see that the low vowel retracts to the back position and the retroflex suffix spreads its 
dorsal feature to the preceding vowel. Then the next constraint I propose is V[dor]ɻ constraint.
       V[dor]ɻ
       The vowels must have a [dorsal] feature in front of a retroflex consonant.
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It is a markedness constraint that narrows vowels down and require the vowels to have a dorsal 
feature. The vowels such as high front vowels or mid front vowels will be ruled out. To be in 
contrast, there will be a faithfulness constraint, which will help to keep the consistent of the 
input and the output. Hence, I propose IDENT-IO(F) (Kager, 1999:250) to avoid changes.
    IDENT-IO[F]
    Correspondent segments have the identical feature in the input and the output. 
This constraint demands the identification of the feature in the input and the output. Thus, it 
prevents  the vowels to  have a  change of the  feature.  This constraint  should be low-ranked 
because the low vowel [a] retracts itself  to the back and become a [α], which has a dorsal 
feature  to  fit  in  the  assimilation  with  the  retroflex  consonant.  Therefore,  the  hierarchy  is 
V[dor]ɻ>>IDENT-IO[F]. 
so the tableau is as below,
   *CC]σ  MAX-IO     V[dor]ɻ IDENT-IO[F]
 /aj/+/ɻ/     [aɻ]  * *!
    [ajɻ] *!
  →[αj] * *
    [αjɻ] *!
   *CC]σ  MAX-IO     V[dor]ɻ IDENT-IO[F]
 /an/+/ɻ/     [aɻ]  * *!
    [anɻ] *!
  →[αɻ]  * *
    [αnɻ] *!
The tableau indicates that the underlying phoneme surfaces as a back low vowel. With a fatal 
complex coda violation, the second and the fourth candidates are ruled out. Then although the 
first  and the  third candidates violates  the faithfulness constraint---no deletion,  they are still 
optimal, due to the hierarchy  *CC]σ>>MAX-IO. After that, The comparative candidates have 
to  have a  competition to select  one best  candidate.  The dorsal  feature  is  more essential  in 
participating in the competition, therefore, the third candidate which has a dorsal feature will be 
chosen to be the best one over the first candidate. Therefore, the first candidate is out although 
it doesn't change its feature. 
Then we turn to the data of the third group,
        /Ø/+  /ɻ/    ------------------------> [әɻ ]
      /y/ + /ɻ/   ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
     /yn/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [ɥәɻ]
     /i/   + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]  
     /in/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]  
     /iŋ/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jəcɻ]  
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We can see that there comes a pre-nuclear glide in the onset part, which originates from a high 
front vowel and also an insertion of the retroflex vowel in between. The insertion of the vowel 
is a retroflex vowel, but why the vowel can't be a back vowel of [α], [u], since they all have the 
dorsal feature. Therefore, the epenthetic segment has to be chosen by special constraints. Kager 
(1999:124)  has  cited that  epenthetic  segments  tend to  be “minimally  marked”.  The feature 
selection  of  the  epenthetic  segment  is  dependent  on  the  markedness  constraints.  With  a 
consideration  of  the  unmarked  vowels  in  Mandarin  sound  inventory,  [i],  [ә]  are  cross-
linguistically less unmarked. And [i] doesn't have a dorsal feature, so it is only [ә] compatible 
for being a epenthetic vowel. Hence, I propose some markedness constraints.
         *[+round]----the epenthetic vowel can't be a round vowel.
         *[+low]------ the epenthetic vowel can't be a low vowel.            
After that, the faithfulness constraint is brought forward to prevent from an insertion. 
      DEP-IO
      The segment in the output has a correspondence in the input.
The constraint DEP-IO is higher ranked, because from the data, we can see that the vowels 
should be faithful to their input and not be affected by context-free markedness constraint. The 
two constraints have their function only after they have been valued through DEP-IO.  Hence, I 
propose the following tableau with a hierarchy that the context-free markedness constraint is 
lower ranked faithfulness constraint, 
*CC]σ MAX-IO    V[dor]ɻ DEP-IO *[+low]  *[+round]  IDENT-IO[F]
 /i/+/ɻ/   [iɻ]      *!
→[jәɻ] * *                
  [jαɻ] *         *! *                
  [juɻ] *         *! *                
  [әɻ] *! * *
  [jɻ] *!          
First of all, the sixth candidate violates the fatal constraint---no complex coda and is kicked out. 
Then the fifth candidate which deletes the high front vowel fails to satisfy the MAX-IO. After 
that, the demand for a dorsal feature of a vowel rules out the first candidate. Here, I propose 
that the place of constraints *[+round] and *[+low] can be interchangeable. The two constraints 
select the inserted vowel to be less marked. So the vowels [α] and [u] are not suitable about 
being the inserted vowel and being out. Thus, although the second candidate violates DEP-IO 
and INDENT-IO[F], it is the optimal one. 
Then there rises another problem that is why the inserted vowel can't be [ɤ], the allophone of 
the retroflex vowel. The [ɤ] has a dorsal feature and it is neither round or low. Hence, another 
constraint is necessary to be brought forward. As we can see, the epenthetic vowel tends to be 
less marked. The only reason to rule out the vowel [ɤ] is that [ɤ] is unround back vowel, which 
is more marked than [ә]. The back vowels have the attempt to be round, while the front vowel 
have the opposite attempt in Mandarin. Hence, we can rule out the vowel [ɤ] by this constraint,
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       * Back-unround
          Back vowels have to be round. 
*CC]σ MAX-
IO
V[dor]ɻ DEP-IO *[+low] *[+round] *Back 
                                 -unround
IDENT-
IO[F]
/i/+/ɻ/   [iɻ]      *!
→[jәɻ] * * 
  [jαɻ] *         *! * 
  [juɻ] *         *! * 
  [әɻ] *! * *
  [jɻ] *!   
  [jɤɻ] *                 *!
Then we turn to the hot issue about the nasalization of the nuclear vowel by the velar nasal. 
This issue has been discussed for a long time. However, the variable proposals never reached to 
an agreement. The syllable is always considered as CVn when there is a alveolar nasal in the 
coda position and is considered as CVŋ when there is a velar nasal in the coda position. 
Recall what we have talked about the feature spreading, the velar nasal has a dorsal feature and 
also a nasal feature, whereas the alveolar nasal has a coronal feature and a nasal feature. 
 
    /әŋ/ +/ɻ /  ------------------------> [əcɻ]  
     /aŋ/ + /ɻ /------------------------>[αcɻ]    
     /uŋ/+ /ɻ / ------------------------> [uɻ] 
     /iŋ/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jəcɻ]
     /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
     /әn/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
     /in/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]
The behaviors of the two nasals are different. Before the deletion of the final nasals, the velar 
nasal assimilates the vowel and makes the vowel nasalized. As to the alveolar nasal, it is deleted 
at once without nasalizing the nuclear vowel. The question is why the velar nasal passes its 
feature to the nuclear vowel, while the alveolar nasal doesn't. It seems that the dorsal feature 
will be more preserved than the coronal feature. Hence, here I apply to the constraint as below,
         
Correspondence (McCarthy and Prince, 1995)
   Given two strings S1and S2, Correspondence is a relation R  from the element of S1 to those 
of S2. Segments á ϵ S1 and â  ϵ S2, as referred to as correspondents of one another when á R â .
Here I adopt Lili Ma's (1997) proposal, 
  CORR(string1, string2, X)
a. X is a constituent  ϵ string1.
b. X is a set of feature specifications: X={F1,F2....Fn}
At least one node of every X in  string1  must be coindexed with a node   of the same type in 
string2.  
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Then the constraint for preventing eliminating the nasal feature of the velar nasal is 
   CORR(I, O, [ŋ])
    Features of [ŋ] in the output have a correspondence in the input.
This constraint is specific for reserving the feature of the velar nasal. And another constraint is 
also proposed as a markedness constraint.
   *Vnasal
     Vowels must not be nasal. 
This constraint is to make sure that the vowels in front of the alveolar nasal are not nasalized. 
Hence the faithfulness constraint should be higher ranked than the markedness constraint. 







*[+low] *[+round] *Back 







[iŋɻ] *!     
→ [jəcɻ] *   * **
[jαcɻ] * *!   * **
[juɻ] *         *!   * **
[əcɻ] *! * * ***
[jәɻ] *  *! **
[jɤɻ] *                 *!  * **
In the tableau, the first candidate is ruled out because of the fatal consonantal cluster. Then no 
deletion  of  the  vowel  has  kicked  out  the  fifth  candidate.  Then  the  markedness  constraints 
*[+low], *[+round], *Back-unround rule out the candidates which have other inserted vowels 
instead of the retroflex vowel. Next, the faithfulness constraint which prevents the deletion of 
feature of the [ŋ] kicks the sixth candidate out. Then although the second candidate violates the 
constraint which prevents vowels to be nasalized, it is the optimal one. Then we apply the same 








*[+low] *[+round] *Back 







[inɻ] *!     
[jəcɻ] *   *! **
[jαcɻ] * *!   * **
[juɻ] *         *!   * **
[əcɻ] *! * * ***
 → [jәɻ] *   **
[jɤɻ] *                 *!  **
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The  only  difference  from  the  tableau  of  the  retroflex  suffixation  is  that  the  faithfulness 
constraint  CORR(I,O,[ŋ])  doesn't  have  a  function  in  this  tableau.  Thus,  the  markedness 
constraint *Vnasal takes the responsibility to rule out the nasalized vowel. Therefore, the process 
of the retroflex suffixation will be analyzed as below. However, with another proposal,  the 
Parallel Structure of Feature Geometry is a simple way to account for the phonological process 
in retroflex suffixation.  Hence,  in another way, I  apply to the Parallel  Structure of Feature 
Geometry  and  Correspondence Theory (McCarthy  and  Prince,   1995).  And the  constraints 
which  are  proposed  by  (Morén,  2007)  will  be  adopted  here.  The  feature  markedness  and 
faithfulness constraints  I cite from Morén (2007) will be as below, 
    *C-manner[closed]
      assign a violation mark for every C-manner[closed].
    *V-manner[closed]
      assign a violation mark for every V-manner[closed]
     MAXC-manner[closed]
   assign  a  violation  mark  for  every  C-manner[closed]  in  the  input  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the output(no deletion).
     MAXV-manner[closed]
   assign  a  violation  mark  for  every  V-manner[closed]  in  the  input  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the output(no deletion).
     DEPC-manner[closed]
   assign a  violation mark for  every C-manner[closed]  in  the  output  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the input(no insertion).
     DEPV-manner[closed] 
   assign a  violation mark for  every V-manner[closed]  in  the  output  that  does not  have a 
correspondence in the input(no insertion).
And Morén (2007) also proposes that the phonological grammar is economical and uses an 
combination of primitive constraints to form more complex constraints. 
Then the local conjunction (Smolensky,1997) is adopted.
   Local  Conjunction (Smolensky,1997)-The local  conjunction of  C1 and C2 in  domain D, 
C1&C2, is violated when there is some domain of type D in which both C1 and C2 are violated. 
    
*C-manner[closed] &*V-manner[closed]-the local conjunction of *C-manner[closed] and *V-
manner[closed] is violated when both *C-manner[closed] and *V-manner[closed] are violated 
by the same segment. 
Recall the data of our first group which doesn't have a final ending in the syllable as below, 
    
                  /ә/ +/ɻ/------------------------>[әɻ]
                  /a/+/ɻ/ ------------------------>[αɻ]
                 /u/ +/ɻ/ ------------------------>[uɻ]
Then here I apply one markedness constraint to demand the dorsal feature in vowels and also 
one faithfulness constraint to avoid the alternation,
       V-place[dorsal]ɻ 
       Vowels must have a dorsal feature in V-place in front of a retroflex consonant. 
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      MAXV-manner[closed]
   assign  a  violation  mark  for  every  V-manner[closed]  in  the  input  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the output(no deletion).
      MAXV-manner[open]
   assign  a  violation  mark  for  every  V-manner[open]  in  the  input  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the output(no deletion).
      DEPV-manner[closed] 
   assign a  violation mark for  every V-manner[closed]  in  the  output  that  does not  have a 
correspondence in the input(no insertion).
     DEPV-manner[open] 
   assign  a  violation  mark  for  every  V-manner[open]  in  the  output  that  does  not  have  a 
correspondence in the input(no insertion).
 V-place[dorsal]ɻ MAXV-manner[closed]       MAXV-manner[open] 
/ә/+ /ɻ/ → [әɻ]
     [αɻ]  *!
      [uɻ]                        *!
   [iɻ]  *!                        *
   [yɻ]  *!                        *
 
 V-place[dorsal]ɻ  DEPV-manner[closed]       MAXV-manner[open]    
/a/+ /ɻ/    [әɻ] *!                   
  →  [αɻ]  
      [uɻ] *!                                         *                
   [iɻ]  *! *                                          *
   [yɻ]  *! *                                          *
 V-place[dorsal]ɻ  MAXV-manner[closed]       DEPV-manner[open]    
/u/+ /ɻ/    [әɻ]                       *!
        [αɻ]   * !                                      *
  →  [uɻ]                    
   [iɻ]  *!
   [yɻ]  *!
Hence, as we can see, the MAX and DEP can be merged into one constraint IDENT. Then I 
propose the IDENT constraints in the retroflex suffixation,
     IDENTV-manner[closed] 
   The V-manner[closed] has a correspondence in the input and the output(no deletion and no 
insertion).
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     IDENTV-manner[open] 
   The V-manner[open] has a correspondence in the input and the output(no deletion and no 
insertion).
Since keeping the nuclear vowel faithful is less priority than the markedness constraint V-place 
[dorsal]ɻ,  the  hierarchy  should  be  V-place[dorsal]ɻ>>IDENTV-manner[closed],  IDENTV-
manner[open].
Then when we refer to the data from the second group, we can see that 
                      /әj/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /әn/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /әw/+ /ɻ/ ------------------------> [әɻ]
                     /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
                      /aj/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
The deletion which is caused by the forbidden of the consonantal cluster should be due to a 
markedness constraint. As we can see from the tableau before, The final consonants all have a 
C-manner [closed]. Hence, I propose the markedness constraint,
    *C-manner[closed]
      assign a violation mark where there is a C-manner[closed]. 
*C-manner[closed] V-place[dorsal]ɻ IDENTV-manner[closed]   IDENTV-manner[open]
/әj/+ /ɻ/ → [әɻ]
     [әjɻ] *!  
      [uɻ]                   *!                     
   [iɻ] *!                   *
   [yɻ] *!                   *
   [αɻ] *!                  
As in the first proposal, the markedness constraint is higher ranked to rule out the consonantal 
cluster in the coda position. Then the dorsal feature in V-place kicks out the front vowel such as 
[i] and [y]. After that, the faithfulness constraints which require no feature insertion and no 
feature deletion in V-manner. Hence the nuclear vowel maintains itself instead of having an 
alternation of other vowels. Our optimal candidate will be the first one, with a deletion of the 
final consonant and have a retroflex approximant affiliation. 
Then we turn to the groups that the velar nasals have the nasalization of the nuclear vowels, 
while the alveolar nasals don't. 
                  
                        /әŋ/ +/ɻ /  ------------------------> [əcɻ]  
                        /aŋ/ + /ɻ /------------------------> [αcɻ]   
                        /uŋ/+ /ɻ / ------------------------> [uɻ] 
                        /iŋ/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jəcɻ]
                        /an/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [αɻ]
                        /әn/+ /ɻ/  ------------------------> [әɻ]
                        /in/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]
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The different  behaviors  of  the  nasal  consonants  will  be  proposed as  an effect  of  the  local 
conjunction (Smolensky,1997). 
     The PSM structure of                                          /ŋ/                                                    /n/
      /ŋ/ &/n/                                                                                                                         
                                                                C-manner                C-place           C-manner                C-place   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                      [closed]                                        
                                                                   [nasal]                  [dor]               [nasal]                        [cor]                         
                                                                                                          
Local  Conjunction  (Smolensky,1997)-The  local  conjunction  of  C1 and  C2 in  domain  D, 
C1&C2, is violated when there is some domain of type D in which both C1 and C2 are violated. 
Then I propose that, 
  MAX[nasal]&MAX[dorsal]-the  local  conjunction  of  feature[nasal]  and  feature[dorsal]  is 
violated when both feature [nasal] and feature [dorsal] are deleted.  
   MAX[nasal]&MAX[coronal]-the local conjunction of feature[nasal] and feature[coronal] is 
violated when both feature [nasal] and feature [coronal] are deleted.  
The two components as a combination into one constraint only function when both are violated.
If one of them are violated, the whole constraint will not be violated. The idea is raised from the 
appearance of the opacity. 
            A-B   and   B-C, but not *A-C
The retroflex suffixation is always considered as a procedure of the opacity. The procedure of 
opacity can be taken as
          CVŋ+ɻ---------------------->CVŋɻ                A-B
                        nasalization
          CVŋɻ ----------------------->CVɻ                B-C
                        deletion 
         CVŋ+ɻ ----------------------->CVɻ              *A-C
                 nasalization &deletion
The whole procedure includes a nasalization of the nuclear vowel in the middle by the final 
velar nasal and a deletion of the final velar nasal. Thus, there are three rules in the process of 
the retroflex suffixation. 
 a)  /n/ deletion:                /n/--> Ø /V_+/ɻ/
 b)  /ŋ/ deletion:                /ŋ/-->Ø /V_+/ɻ/
 c) Nasalization:                V-->V/ _N+/ɻ/
The first and second rules are indicating that the nasal finals are deleted when the retroflex 
suffix is attaching to the stem. The third rule explains that the nuclear vowel gets nasalization in 
front  of  a  tautosyllabic  nasal.   It  is  noticing  that  the  alveolar  nasal  is  deleted  before  the 
nasalization of the nuclear vowel happens. However, the velar nasal first nasalizes the nuclear 
vowel and then gets deletion. The different priority varies the result. The derivations of the 
retroflex suffixation are given as below,
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Input /an/+/ɻ/           /aŋ/ + /ɻ/
     /n/ deletion             αɻ         n/a
     Nasalization           n/a         αcŋɻ 
     /ŋ/ deletion           n/a         αcɻ 
          Output           [αɻ]         [αcɻ]
Through the tableau, we can see that the procedure of the retroflex suffixation with an alveolar 
nasal ending is transparent, whereas with a velar nasal is opaque. If there is a rule P which 
destroys an environment for rule Q to apply, P>Q, it is a bleeding order. And if Q>P, both rules 
are applied, it is a counterbleeding order(Patrik Bye, 2002). 
As  we  can  see  from the  example  of  retroflex  suffixation  with  an  alveolar  nasal,  the  “/n/ 
deletion” applies first so that the “nasalization” rule can't apply. Cited by Kiparsky (1982),  If 
two phonological rules are said to be in bleeding order, the application of the first rule creates a 
context  in  which  the  second  rule  can  no  longer  apply.  Hence,  the  rule  “/n/  deletion”  to 
“nasalization” is a bleeding order. And the procedure of the retroflex suffixation with a velar 
nasal is that the “nasalization” fails to bleed the “/ŋ/ deletion”. It is a counterbleeding order. The 
counterbleeding arises when a rule's structural context is potentially removed by the application 
of a prior rule, but the ordering is such that both rules apply (Kager, 1999:375). The first rule 
“nasalization”  and   the  second  rule  “/ŋ/ deletion”  both  apply  and  the  whole  creates  a 
counterbleeding order. 
The Classic OT is a selectional system to choose the optimal candidate through a hierarchy. The 
hierarchy  is  via  the  internal  reciprocity  of  the  faithfulness  constraints  and  markedness 
constraints.  The  whole  procedure  only  involves  the  mapping  from the  input  to  the  output. 
However,  it  doesn't  involve  the  intermediate  step  and  the  whole  procedure  neglects  the 
derivation. Hence, if we apply a classic OT, the outcome of the output will be false. Take a 
tableau for example,
 I propose a markedness constraint and a faithfulness constraint to identify how the opacity 
affected the optimal candidate. 
    *V-manner[nasal]
    assign a violation mark where there is a nasal feature in V-manner. 
     MAX[nasal]
    the nasal feature has a correspondence from the input to the output (no deletion of the nasal 
feature).






 IDENTV-                    IDENTV-
  manner                        manner




/an/+ /ɻ/   [αcɻ] *!
  →[αɻ]  *
    [uɻ] *!                           * *
  [әnɻ] *!
  [iɻ] *! *                            * *
  [yɻ] *! *                            * *
  [әɻ]                *! *
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 IDENTV-                  IDENTV-
  manner                       manner




/aŋ/+ /ɻ/    [αcɻ] *!
  →*[αɻ]  *
     [uɻ] *!                           * *
   [αŋɻ] *!
   [iɻ] *! *                            * *
   [yɻ] *! *                            * *
   [әɻ]                *! *
As we can see from the two tables, the second one is pointing to the false candidate instead of 
the optimal one. Hence, as mentioned before, the local conjunction is appropriate to account for 
this effect. As to the ranking,  since the preservation of the nasal feature which is carried by 
velar nasals is priority in the ranking, the MAX[nasal]&MAX[dorsal] will be higher ranked and 
the MAX[nasal] &MAX[coronal]  will be lower ranked,
Hence, I propose that,
MAX[nasal]&MAX[dorsal]>>*V-manner[nasal]>>MAX[nasal]&MAX[coronal]






IDENTV-        IDENTV-
manner             manner








/an/+ /ɻ/   [αcɻ] *!
  →[αɻ]  *
    [uɻ] *!                 * *
  [әnɻ] *!
  [iɻ] *! *                  * *
  [yɻ] *! *                  * *
  [әɻ]           *! *
The first  tableau is indicating about the retroflex suffixation with an alveolar nasal in coda 
position.  Because  every  final  consonant  has  a  C-manner[closed],  the  constraint  *C-
manner[closed] rules out the candidate in order to avoid consonantal cluster. Henceforth, the 
fourth candidate which has a fatal violation of the consonantal cluster is out. After that, the high 
front  vowel  will  be  kicked out  due to  the  lack  of  the  dorsal  feature  in  V-place.  With  the 
faithfulness constraints IDENTV-manner[closed]&IDENTV-manner[open], the nuclear vowels 
which are not identical with original vowel are fatally out. Moreover, the first candidate violates 
the  constraint  that  requires  no nasal  feature  in  V-manner  and the  optimal  candidate  is  the 
second candidate , although it violates the local conjunction of  MAX[nasal]&MAX[coronal].
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IDENTV-        IDENTV-
manner             manner








/aŋ /+ /ɻ/ →[αcɻ] *
      [αɻ]  *!
    [uɻ] *!                 * *
  [αŋɻ] *!
  [iɻ] *! *                  * *
  [yɻ] *! *                  * *
  [әɻ]           *! *
In the second tableau, the former part is as the same as the first one. After ruling out all other 
unsuitable candidates, the local conjunction MAX[nasal]&MAX[dorsal] rules out the candidate 
which deletes the both features of the nasal and dorsal of the /ŋ/. Therefore, the best candidate 
is the one that is nasalized and with the deletion of the velar nasal. The opacity is solved by the 
local conjunction. 
Then we turn to the group which has an insertion of the retroflex vowel and the high front 
vowel turning to a pre-nuclear glide,
     /iŋ/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jəcɻ]
     /in/ + /ɻ/  ------------------------> [jәɻ]
In this group, we also pick up two contrast examples with an alveolar nasal and a velar nasal 
endings. 
The proposal of the constraint *C-manner[closed] is to rule out the consonantal cluster, because 
all the consonants in the coda position have the C-manner[closed]. However, this proposal also 
rules out the pre-nuclear glide. Thus, the modification is an essence in the first place. As we 
have  mentioned  the  constraint  *CC]σ  in  the  beginning,  here  with  the  similarity,  I  propose 
another constraint,
    *C-manner C-manner]σ
    The appearance of two C-manners is forbidden in the coda position. 
To make another  modification,  no deletion of  the  nuclear  vowel  is  the  priority  among the 
faithfulness constraints. Hence, here the faithfulness constraints have to be divided into four 
constraints and the faithfulness constraints MAX will be in the higher ranking position because 
they prevent the deletion of the high front vowels. The tableau is given here,
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MAXV-      MAXV-
manner       manner
[open]        [closed]
DEPV-   DEPV-
manner   manner










/in /+ /ɻ/   [jəcɻ]           *             * *!
  → [jәɻ]           *             * *
    [uɻ]          *!         * *
  [inɻ] *!
  [iɻ] *!   *
  [yɻ] *!          *         * *
  [әɻ]          *! *              * *
In the first place, the *C-manner C-manner]σ select the candidates with only one final consonant 
so  that  the  fourth  candidate  is  fatally  out.  Second,  the  dorsal  feature  is  demanded  in  the 
structure, then the high front vowels which don't have will be kicked out. The MAXV-manner 
[closed]&MAXV-manner[open] require that there is no deletion of the high front vowels. Thus, 
the ones that eliminate the high front vowels will be not the optimal ones any more, such as 
[uɻ], [әɻ]. After that, we can see that only two candidates are left to the competition, the first one 
and  the  second  one.  Although,  they  both  violate  the  faithfulness  constraints  DEPV-
manner[closed]& DEPV-manner[open] which forbid the insertion of the vowels, they are now 
more  optimal  than  other  candidates.  The  constraint  of  the  local  conjunction 
MAX[nasal]&MAX[dor] is out of work in this tableau because the final consonant contains the 
features  of  nasal  and  coronal.  Then  the  key  constraint  to  rule  out  the  candidate  with  a 
nasalization  is  *V-manner[nasal].  It  demands  no  nasal  feature  attaching  to  the  V-manner. 
Therefore, the  optimal candidate is the second one which only deletes the final nasal. And the 
retroflex suffixation of the velar nasal is as below,








MAXV-      MAXV-
manner       manner
[open]        [closed]
DEPV-   DEPV-
manner   manner










/iŋ /+ /ɻ/ → [jəcɻ]           *             * *
      [jәɻ]           *             * *!
    [uɻ]          *!         * *
  [iŋɻ] *!
  [iɻ] *!   *
  [yɻ] *!          *         * *
  [әɻ]          *! *              * *
The procedure is similar to the last one before. The only differ is the final part about the opacity 
of the nasalization. The dorsal feature and nasal feature are not allowed to be omit, hence the 
second candidate is kicked out. Although the first candidate violates the *V-manner[nasal], it 
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wins in the competition as an optimal one. To sum up, the ranking for the retroflex suffixation 
with an analysis of PSM features will be as followed,
*C-mannerC-manner]σ>>V-place[dorsal]>>MAXV-manner [open], MAXV-manner[closed]>>
DEPV-mannner[open], DEPV-manner[closed]>>MAX[nasal]&MAX[dor]>>*V-manner[nasal]
>>MAX[nasal]&MAX[cor].                     
Chapter 3
Phonological Analysis
      ----The Analysis with The Underlying Form of the Retroflex Suffix As a 
           floating feature 
3.1.The OT Account
It is commonly discussed that though times, the retroflex suffix has lost its own segment and 
becomes a floating feature. In the following paragraph, I will discuss about how the retroflex 
suffix as a floating feature is attached to the stem. In this part, I take the retroflex suffix as a 
[+r]. Since with a deletion of the final nasal, the nuclear vowel will become a long vowel, 
Hence, we can now turn to the data, then I summarize the procedure of the retroflex suffix as 
below, which occupies two moras. Hence, I will express it like this, [an] , [aa], [ii] to show that 
the vowel is long, and occupies two moras. The feature is attaching to the stem like this, [aaʳ], 
[uuʳ].
      /әә/ +[+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
     /aa/+[+r] ------------------------>[ααʳ]
     /uu/ +[+r] ------------------------>[uuʳ]
     /әj/+  [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
     /әn/+ [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]  
     /an/+ [+r] ------------------------>[ααʳ]
     /aŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>[αcαcr ]   
     /әŋ/ +[+r] ------------------------> [əcəcʳ]  
     /uŋ/+ [+r] ------------------------> [uuʳ] 
       /Ø/+  [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
      /y/ + [+r] ------------------------>[ɥәәʳ]
     /yn/+ [+r] ------------------------>[ɥәәʳ]
     /i/   + [+r]------------------------> [jәәʳ]  
     /in/ + [+r] ------------------------> [jәәʳ]  
     /iŋ/ + [+r]------------------------> [jəcəcʳ]                   
Then we can notice that the retroflex suffix is attached to the stem in the final position. With the 
data, 
 
    /әә/ +[+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
     /aa/+[+r] ------------------------>[ααʳ]
     /uu/ +[+r] ------------------------>[uuʳ]
the retroflex feature is quiting as a floating feature and associated with a mora. Therefore, the 
retroflex suffix should be always associated with a mora. And the constraint should be 
    Parse-[+r]
    the retroflex suffix should be parsed into the nearest segments in syllables.
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This constraint is brought forward to make sure that there is no longer floating feature and the 
retroflex feature is attached in nearest segment of the syllable. And in the same time, we should 
have a faithfulness constraint to prevent the change of the floating feature. 
   IDENT-IO[+r]
   The retroflex feature has to preserve its own floating feature in the input and the output.
The two constraints interact with each other to make sure that the retroflex suffix is associated 
with the final mora. As to the ranking, the markedness constraint  should be higher ranked, 
because the floating feature should be attached to the stem in the first place. Henceforth,
   Parse-[+r]>>IDENT-IO[+r]
and the tableau is as below,
    /әә/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
Input:      /әә/ +[+r]               Parse-[+r]             IDENT-IO[+r]
 →      [әәʳ]                   *
       [әә]+[+r]           *!
The first candidate is the optimal one, due to that the floating feature has to be attached to the 
stem. Although the second candidate is more faithful, it violates that the retroflex suffix should 
not be a floating feature. Then another candidate can also be an optimal one, [әʳә]. Therefore, 
we have to rule out the potential one. 
 
The tableau will be like this,
 /әә/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
Input:      /әә/ +[+r]                 Parse-[+r]         IDENT-IO[+r]
 →      [әәʳ]         *
       [әә]+[+r]             *!
         [әʳә]             *!
To  the  ranking  of  the  tableau,  the  markedness  constraints  will  be  higher  ranked  than  the 
faithfulness constraint.  The first candidate is the optimal one, although it violates a faithfulness 
constraint.  As to the other two candidates, they all fatally violate the markedness constraint 
Parse-[+r] and are ruled out. Then we turn to the data, 
     /әj/+  [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
     /әn/+ [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
     /әw/+ [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
The final consonants will be deleted and the nuclear vowel becomes a long vowel. And the 
retroflex floating feature is attached to the right side of the syllable.  Thus, I propose that the 
retroflex suffix feature can't be linked with consonants. 
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The constraint is prososed by Ma(2001),
   *r/C: Retroflex feature is not compatible with a consonantal segment.
The  constraint  is  to  avoid  the  floating  feature  to  be  attached  to  the  final  coda.  And  the 
faithfulness constraint which prevents deletions of the final consonants.
   MAX-IO
   Correspondent segments in the input should be preserved in the output (Kager, 1999).
The tableau is as below,
   /әn/+ [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
Input:      /әn/ +[+r]        Parse-[+r]                   *r/C    IDENT-IO[+r]           MAX-IO
 →      [әәʳ]       *                            *
       [әә]+[+r]         *!                      *
         [әʳә]         *!                          *                            *
         [әnʳ]                     *!       *
         [әʳn]         *!       *
The  markedness  constraints  are  higher  ranked  than  the  faithfulness  constraints.  Hence,  the 
second candidate violates the constraint that requires no floating feature and is kicked out. The 
third and the fifth candidates don't  follow the rule that the retroflex suffix should be parsed to 
the nearest segment of the syllable, so they are out, too. The fourth candidate is fatally violating 
the constraint that forbids the retroflex suffix attaching to the consonants.  So far the candidates 
which  violate  the  markedness  constraints  are  all  out.  Henceforth,  the  first  candidate  is  the 
optimal one, although it violates the two faithfulness constraints IDENT-IO[+r] and MAX-IO. 
And there arises another problem that is another candidate [әʳ] may be the best candidate as 
well. Hence, we can add other constraints to prevent this candidate to be the optimal one.
   MAX-µ-IO
   The moras in the input have correspondence in the output.
   DEP-µ-IO
  The moras in the output have correspondence in the input (Kager, 1999).
The two constraints should be higher ranked than MAX-IO and IDENT-IO[+r] in order to make 
sure that there are only two moras in the rhyme. 
Input:      /әn/ +[+r]        Parse-[+r]       *r/C MAX-µ-IO  DEP- µ-IO IDENT-IO[+r]   MAX-IO
 →      [әәʳ]       *            * 
       [әә]+[+r]         *!              * 
         [әʳә]         *!       *            * 
         [әnʳ]                 *!       *           
         [әʳn]         *!       *
         [әʳ]    *!       *            *
         [әәәʳ]             *!       *            *
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In the tableau, the second candidate is out because it violates the constraint that the retroflex 
feature should be attached to the stem. The third and the fifth candidates are not following the 
rule that the retroflex suffix should be parsed to the nearest segment of the syllable. Thus, they 
are kicked out. And the fourth candidate is fatally violating the constraint that retroflex suffix 
should not be affiliated with a consonant. As to the other two candidates, the sixth and the 
seventh are not the optimal ones, because they change the number of their moras. Therefore, the 
optimal one is the first candidate, which has a deletion of the final consonant and a retroflex 
suffix attaching to the final mora. Then we can see that from the data below,
       /Ø/+  [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]
      /y/ + [+r] ------------------------>[ɥәәʳ]
     /yn/+ [+r] ------------------------>[ɥәәʳ]
     /i/   + [+r]------------------------> [jәәʳ] 
     /in/ + [+r] ------------------------> [jәәʳ]  
The high front vowel becomes a pre-nuclear glide and  the insertion of a retroflex vowel occurs. 
And another candidate is also competitive with the optimal candidate, that is [iәʳ]. Hence, as we 
have rule out the competitive candidate. As we have propose that the vowels in the rhyme part 
have to have dorsal feature, we will apply it here, too.
    *r/I
      The retroflex suffix can't be attached to the high vowels (Ma, 2001).
Input:      /in/ +[+r]   Parse-[+r]        *r/C     *r/I MAX-µ-IO  DEP- µ-IO IDENT-IO[+r]   MAX-IO
 →      [jәәʳ]       *            * 
            [jәʳ]  *!       *            * 
         [jәʳn]     *!                          * 
         [jәnʳ]              *!       *           
         [iʳn]     *!                      *       *
         [iәʳ]                  *!         *            *
         [әʳ]  *!                *            **
         [әәʳ]                           *            **!
In the tableau, we can see that the third candidate and the fifth candidate violate the constraint 
that the retroflex suffix should be parsed to the nearest segment of the syllable and are ruled 
out. Then the fourth candidate is the one has a retroflex suffix affiliated with a final consonant, 
so it is violating the constraint *r/C. The competitive candidate is kicked out because it fatally 
violates the constraint which demands retroflex suffix not to be attached to high vowels. As to 
the other two candidates, the second and the seventh, they have deleted one mora in the rhyme 
part so they are out. The eighth candidate has deleted one more segment than the first one, so it 
it  not suitable to be the optimal candidate. Therefore, the first candidate is the optimal one 
although it violates IDENT-IO[+r] and MAX-IO. Then we can turn to the data with a velar nasal 
and an alveolar nasal in the coda. 
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     /aŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>[αcαcr ]    
     /әŋ/ +[+r] ------------------------> [əcəcʳ]  
     /uŋ/+ [+r] ------------------------> [uuʳ] 
      /әn/+ [+r]------------------------>[әәʳ]   
      /an/+ [+r] ------------------------>[ααʳ] 
      /un/+ [+r] ------------------------>[uuʳ]
The nasalization of the nuclear vowel is always the hot issue in the retroflex suffixation. The 
alveolar nasal in the coda position gets deletion and then the retroflex feature is attached to the 
nuclear vowel. It is also worthy of mentioning that the nuclear vowel becomes a long vowel. As 
to the velar nasal,  it gets omitted as well, however, it first nasalizes the nuclear vowel and then 
gets  deletion.  The  different  behaviors  of  the  two  final  nasals  constitute  a  phenomenon  of 
opacity. 
As to distinguish the differ between the behaviors of the velar nasal and the alveolar nasal, the 
constraint should be 
   *VoralN
    Before a tautosyllabic nasal, vowels must not be oral. 
This constraint is also adopted in English, as many languages containing the nasalization of the 
nuclear vowel as well. The vowel anticipates the nasality of the following stop, a preferred state 
of affairs from the view point of perception and articulation (Cohn, 1990). The markedness 
constraint as mentioned in Kager (1999:28) is context-sensitive, since it states a connection 
between the nasality of a vowel and a nasal stop in its context. Here, in Beijing dialect, it is 
more natural to have a nasal vowel in front of  [ŋ] than in front of [n]. Therefore, the constraint 
will  be  divided  into  *Voralŋ  and  *Voraln.  In  respect  to  the  markedness  constraint,  the 
faithfulness constraint is as below,
   IDENT-IO[nasal]
  Correspondence segments in input and output have identical values for [nasal]. 
Thus, the faithfulness constraint is to make sure that segments don't insert the feature of [nasal] 
and  don't  delete  it,  either.  Kager  (1999:29)  indicates  that  when  markedness   dominates 
faithfulness,  the  language achieves outputs  that  are  minimally  marked,  at  the  expense of  a 
neutralization of lexical contrasts. But when faithfulness dominates markedness, the language 
makes the reverse choice, realizing its input contrasts as the expense of output markedness. 
    Markedness>>Faithfulness   Lexical contrasts are neutralized
    Faithfulness>>Markedness   Lexical contrasts are expressed
In English, the lexical contrast is neutralized, with respect to the hierarchy of the markedness 
constraint overranking the faithfulness constraint. However, in Mandarin, the two nasals tend to 
be varied in ways. To the alveolar nasal, it intends to have a lexical contrast expressed. The 
preservation of the identical nasal feature is more important than the nasalization of the nuclear 
vowel. In comparison, the velar nasal prefers to neutralize the lexical contrasts by putting the 
markedness constraint in the first place. 
  /an/+ [+r] ------------------------>/ααʳ/ 
Input:/an/+[+r]         IDENT-IO[nasal]              *Voraln
   →        [ααʳ]                    
             [αcαcr ]          *!
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  /aŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>/αcαcʳ/  
Input:/an/+[+r]              *Voralŋ             IDENT-IO[nasal]
             [ααʳ]                    
   →        * [αcαcʳ]                    *!
The two tableaux account for how different the nasals prefer the lexical contrast. Therefore, the 
hierarchy is  *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[nasal]>>*Voraln. The variable behaviors of two nasals will 
lead to a residual problem, the opacity. The following tableaux will be given,
   /an/+ [+r] ------------------------>/ααʳ/ 
Input:   /an/ +[+r]     Parse-[+r]      *r/C     *r/I MAX-  DEP-
µ-IO     µ-IO
IDENT     MAX     IDENT
-IO[+r]     -IO        -IO[nasal] 
*Voraln
 →      [ααʳ]  *            *   
            [αʳ]  *!  *            * 
         [αʳn]        *!                     * *
         [αnʳ]              *!  *           *
         [αcαcʳ]                   *            *        *!
         [αcʳn]        *!    *                      * *
The third and the sixth candidates in the tableau first violate the constraint that requires the 
retroflex floating feature to be parsed to the nearest segment of the syllable. Then the fourth is 
less optimal due to that the retroflex suffix is attached to a consonant, which violates *r/C. After 
that, the second candidate is ruled out as well, because it deletes one mora and violates MAX- 
µ-IO. Therefore, two competitive candidates are left to be chosen, the first and the fifth. Since 
the faithfulness constraint is higher ranked than the markedness constraint, the optimal canidate 
is the first one.     
   /aŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>/αcαcr /  
Input:   /aŋ/ +[+r]     Parse-[+r]       *r/C     *r/I MAX-  DEP-
µ-IO     µ-IO
*Voralŋ IDENT     MAX     IDENT
-IO[+r]     -IO        -IO[nasal] 
→     *  [ααʳ]   *            * 
            [αʳ]  *!  *            * 
         [αʳŋ]        *!                    *  * 
         [αŋʳ]              *!  *           
         [αcαcʳ]                   *            *        *!
         [αcʳŋ]        *!    *                      *
In the second tableau, all other candidates are fatally violating the markedness constraints and 
out as the same as in the first tableau. There are only two candidates [ααʳ] and [αcαcʳ] competing 
with each other. In contrast to the alveolar nasal, the velar nasal prefers to have a nasalized 
vowel in the outcome. 
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Thus, it chooses the transparent candidate in the tableau, since the optimal one is an opaque 
one. In the first tableau, there comes the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO[nasal] first and to 
keep the vowel identical as before. In the second, the markedness constraint runs in front of the 
faithfulness one.  And It neutralizes the lexical contrast. The only difference is that the ranking 
IDENT-IO[nasal]>> *Voraln  is preferred by the alveolar nasal, whereas the opposite to the 
velar nasal *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[nasal] . 
Therefore, the hierarchy of all constraints of retroflex suffixation is as below,
Parse-[+r],   *r/C,   *r/I  >>   MAX-µ-IO,  DEP-µ-IO>>  *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO, 
IDENT-IO[nasal] >>*Voraln
This  phenomenon of  the  retroflex suffixation  is  a  phonological  opacity.  It  happens  in  two 
forms, the non-surface true and the non-surface apparent (McCarthy, 1999),
Non-surface-true:
Some generations G appears to play an active role in some language L, but there are surface 
forms of L (apart from lexical exceptions) that violates G.
Non-surface-apparent:
Some generations G shapes the surface form F, but the conditions that make G applicable are 
not visible in F.
As we have mentioned before, the retroflex suffixation prefers first application. Thus, it is non-
surface-true. 
                                                    
3.2.  The OT-CC introduction
In  order  to  make  a  better  account  for  the  phenomenon of  the  retroflex  suffixation,  in  the 
following paragraphs,  the OT-CC is applied to account for the derivation of the phenomenon. 
OT-CC is advanced based on the limitation of the Classic OT by McCarthy (2006, 2007). The 
best part of OT-CC is that it contains the derivations of the whole process. The definition of the 
candidates will be modified as the chains of the forms that link the input and output by minimal 
phonological differences (McCarthy, 2007). 
Cited by McCarthy (2007),
The definition of Candidate Chains
   A candidate chain associated with an input /in/ in a language with the constraint hierarchy Ԋ, 
is an ordered n-tuple of forms C = <f0, f1, ..., fn> that meets the following conditions:
   -Faithful initial form: f0 is a faithful parse of /in/. (Specifically, it’s the faithful parse of /in/
that’s most harmonic according to Ԋ. 
   -Gradual divergence: In every pair of immediately successive forms in C, <..., fi, fi+1, ...>
(0≤i<n), fi+1 has all of fi’s unfaithful mappings, plus one.
   -Harmonic improvement: In every pair of immediately successive forms in C, <..., fi, fi+1,
...> (0≤i<n), fi+1 is more harmonic than fi according to EVALԊ,.
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Hence, we will notice that the first candidate should be the one identical to the one as an input, 
because this is the most faithful form among other candidates. And the optimal candidate will 
be the last one. The fi+1 is less faithful than fi. The lower ranked faithfulness constraint which is 
violated is to satisfy the higher ranked markedness constraint. Then the output is well-formed. 
The example I will cite from McCarthy (2007),
With a hypothetical ranking,
a)    NO-CODA >> MAX >> DEP >> *VCVCLSV >> IDENT(voice)
NO-CODA: no consonantal finals
MAX: no deletion 
DEP: no insertion
*VCVCLSV: no voiceless consonants between two vowels.
IDENT(voice): no change in voicing
b)    Some valid chains for input /pap/ under the grammar in (a).
<pap>                        Faithful parse.
<pap, pa.pә>             Harmonically improving because NO-CODA >> DEP.
<pap, pa>                  Harmonically improving because NO-CODA >> MAX.
<pap, pa.pә, pa.bә>   Harmonically improving because <pap, pap> is harmonically  improving 
and *VCVCLSV >> ID(voice).
c)     Some invalid chains for input /pap/ under the grammar in (a).
**<pap, pab> Final voicing is not harmonically improving under Ԋ.
**<pap, pa.bә> Not gradually divergent.
As we can see, in Classic OT there are infinite candidates. However, in OT-CC, the candidates 
should be evaluated and valid. It explains well on phonological opacity and cut off the unvalid 
candidates. McCarthy (2007) gives us a chart to illustrate the relationship between GEN and 
EVALԊ. 
                                                            
           Input               GEN
                                                      full set of candidate chains  
         compare fi with fi+1  
                                                 EVALԊ                          Output
The benefit of having an evaluation is ruling out the infinite candidate. Therefore, we can have 
a more harmonic improvement. The  Ԋ  includes the faithfulness constraints and markedness 
constraints.  Markedness  constraints  evaluate  well-formedness  of  output  structures,  whereas 
faithfulness  constraints  penalize  disparity  between input  and output  (McCarthy,  2007).  The 
Classic OT is preferring the transparent process, but OT-CC contains the intermediate process 
of opacity. 
Candidate in OT-CC (McCarthy, 2007)
A candidate is an ordered 4-tuple (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq),
“in” is the input
“out” is the output 
“L-set” is a set of rLUMs from the “in” to “out”
rLUMSeq is a partial ordering on a subset of L-set.
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Then recall our examples and put it in the Candidate in OT-CC,
a. (/pap/, pap,  Ø, Ø )
b. (/pap/, pa.pә, DEP@4,  Ø)
c. (/pap/, pa, MAX@3, Ø)
d. (/pap/, pa.bә, {DEP@4, ID(voice)@3}, {<DEP@4, ID(voice)@3>})
And the markedness constraints evaluate “out”, while the faithfulness constraints evaluate the 
“in”  to  “out”  relations  encoded  in  the  L-set.  And  the  evaluation  of  rLUMSeq  is  the 
responsibility of PREC Constraints (McCarthy, 2007),
   PREC(edence) constraints 
   PREC(A, B)
Let A' and B' stand for LUMs that add violations of the faithfulness constraints A and B, 
respectively.
Let cand=(in, out, L, rL)
i)To any chain of the form <X, B', Y>, if X does not contain A', assign a violation mark, and
to any chain of the form <X, B', Y >, if Y contains A', assign a violation mark.
PREC(A,B) is playing a crucial role in OT-CC for interpretation of the phonological opacity. It 
requires that every B-violating form be preceded and not followed by an A-violating form in 
the subset of the L-set. 
And the metaconstraint on the ranking of PREC constraints
B>>PREC(A,B): B must dominate PREC(A, B), for all faithfulness constraints A. 
Hence,  with  the  tool  of  the  OT-CC,  the  opacity  of  the  retroflex  suffixation  will  be  fully 
accounted for. 
3.3.  The OT-CC Account
Recall the hierarchy of the retroflex suffixation, which is peculiar for the velar nasal in coda, 
Parse-[+r],   *r/C,   *r/I>>   MAX-µ-IO,  DEP-µ-IO>>  *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO, 
IDENT-IO[nasal] >>*Voraln
Now we can adopt the candidate chains to figure out the valid candidates for the retroflex 
suffixation of  [aŋ],
Valid chains for /αŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>/αcαcr /,
a) <αŋ.[+r]>                                        Faithful parse
b) <αŋ.[+r], αα.[+r] >                          Harmonically improving because of 
                                                            *r/C>>MAX-IO
c) <αŋ.[+r], αα.[+r], ααʳ >                    Harmonically improving because of 
                                                              Parse-[+r]>> IDENT-IO[+r]
d) <αŋ.[+r], αcŋ.[+r]>                            Harmonically improving because of
                                                             *Voralŋ >>IDENT-IO[nasal]
e) <αŋ.[+r], αcŋ.[+r], αcαc.[+r]>               Harmonically improving because of 
                                                              *r/C>>MAX-IO
f) <αŋ.[+r], αcŋ.[+r], αcαc.[+r], αcαcr >        Harmonically improving because of 
                                                              Parse-[+r]>> IDENT-IO[+r] 
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Through the valid candidate chains, the infinite candidates will be cut down to finite ones. The 
first  candidate  is  totally  faithful  to  the  input.  And the  second candidate  chain  is  adding  a 
candidate that cuts off the final consonant and it is harmonically improved, because the ranking 
*r/C>>MAX-IO. Then the candidate which has a retroflex suffix attached to the stem is added 
to the third candidate chains, because of the ranking  Parse-[+r]>> IDENT-IO[+r]. And so on 
and so forth, the final (f) contains the intended winner. The process declines the number of the 
candidates and valid the potential winner. And the bad candidates such as below will be ruled 
out,
Invalid chains for /αŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>/αcαcr /,
a) ** <ααʳ>                              No faithful parse in the first place
b) **<αŋ.[+r],  αŋʳ>                 Constraint violation (*r/C) is not harmonically improving.
c) **<αŋ.[+r],   αcαcr >                 Not gradually divergent
Therefore, the valid candidates are as below,
Candidates from (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq)
a) (/αŋ.[+r]/, αŋ.[+r],  Ø,  Ø)
b) (/αŋ.[+r]/, αα.[+r], {MAX-IO@2},  Ø)
c) (/αŋ.[+r]/,  ααʳ, {MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1}, {<MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1>})
d) (/αŋ.[+r]/, αcŋ.[+r], {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1},  Ø)
e) (/αŋ.[+r]/,  αcαc.[+r], {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1, MAX-IO@2}, {< IDENT-IO[nasal]@1, MAX-
IO@2>})
f)  (/αŋ.[+r]/,  αcαcr ,  {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1,  MAX-IO@2,  IDENT-IO[+r]@1},  {<IDENT-
IO[nasal]@1, MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1>})
The candidate (f) is the output [αcαcr ], and the same competitive candidate is the candidate (c) 
[ααʳ]. The differ between the two candidate is that the candidate (c) is lacking of the violation of 
the IDENT-IO[nasal]. And in (c), there is missing the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO[nasal] 
in the rLUMSeq to be preceded by the MAX-IO constraint. Then I propose that PREC(IDENT-
IO[nasal], MAX-IO),
    PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal], MAX-IO)
   Let A' and B' stand for forms that add violations of the faithfulness constraints IDENT-
IO[nasal] and MAX-IO, respectively.
    To any chain of the form<X, B', Y>, if X doesn't contain A', assign a violation mark.
    To any chain of the form <X, B', Y>, if Y contains A', assign a violation mark.
Or  rather,  if  the  chain  is  such  as  <X,  B',  Y>,  X contains  a  form which  violates  IDENT-
IO[nasal], there will be an asterisk to identify it. Also if Y contains a form that violates IDENT-
IO[nasal], there will be an asterisk as well. As in the PREC(A, B), it demands the B-violating 
LUM being preceded and not followed by A-violating LUM. As to the metaconstraint on the 
ranking  of  PREC  constaints,  B>>PREC(A,B):  B  must  dominate  PREC(A,  B),  for  all 
faithfulness constraints A(McCarthy, 2007).
Hence, the hierarchy between the constraints and  metaconstraints should be as such, MAX-
IO>>PREC(IDENT[nasal], MAX-IO)>>IDENT-IO[nasal],
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The tableau will be as below, 
/αŋ/ + [+r]------------------------>/αcαcʳ/
Input:/aŋ/ +[+r] Parse-[+r]  *r/C    *r/I
     
MAX-  DEP-







-IO        -IO[+r]
[nasal]
<aŋ.[+r]> *!  *   
<aŋ.[+r], αα.[+r]>
<MAX-IO@2>










*!   *





*!                  * *







           * *           *
In the tableau, the first constraint is violated by four candidates, the first, the second, the fourth 
and the fifth. Then they are all kicked out. As to the other markedness constraints, they don't 
function much on selection of the best candidates, but they eliminate other bad candidates, such 
as  [αʳα],  [αŋʳ],  [αʳŋ].  They  are  helpful  to  choose  the  valid  candidates.  The  faithfulness 
constraints MAX-µ-IO and DEP- µ-IO help to kick out the candidates which delete the mora or 
insert an mora. Then there are two candidates left to compete with each other, the [ααʳ] and 
[αcαcʳ].  The two candidates both violate the metaconstraint MAX-IO, because they delete the 
final  consonant.  The  key  to  select  the  optimal  candidate  is  the  constraint  PREC(IDENT-
IO[nasal],  MAX-IO).  As we can see from the tableau,   the candidate (c) has the LUMSeq 
<MAX@2, IDENT-IO[+r]>. The constraint PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal], MAX-IO) requires that 
in <X, B', Y>, X should contain A' and Y should not contain A'. In the candidate chain, the 
candidates are <aŋ.[+r], αα.[+r], ααʳ >, X doesn't contain a form that violates IDENT-IO[nasal] 
and  should  be  marked  with  an  asterisk.  Therefore,  it  is  fatally  violating  the  constraint 
PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal],  MAX-IO)  and  out.  The  optimal  candidate  is  the  last  one.  The 
constraint PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal], MAX-IO) is functioning as an intermediate selection of the 
opaque candidate and  it won't affect other candidates to be optimal, if the procedure of the 
retroflex suffixation is transparent. Then we apply the OT-CC to a transparent process of the 
retroflex suffix, 
   /әn/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
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The constraint hierarchy is as below,
Parse-[+r],   *r/C,  *r/I>>   MAX-µ-IO,  DEP-µ-IO>>  *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO, 
IDENT-IO[nasal] >>*Voraln
Valid candidate chains for /әn/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
a)  <әn.[+r]>                         Faithful parse
b)  <әn.[+r], әә.[+r]>             Harmonically improving because of
                                             *r/C>>MAX-IO
c)  <әn.[+r], әә.[+r], әәʳ>      Harmonically improving because of 
                                              Parse-[+r] >>IDENT-IO[+r]
Invalid candidate chains for /әn/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
a) <әn.[+r], әәʳ>                   No faithful parse in the input
b) <әn.[+r], әʳ>                     Constraints violation MAX-µ-IO 
c) <әn.[+r],  әәʳ>                  More LUM at one time
Candidates from (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq)
a) (/әn.[+r]/, әn.[+r], Ø, Ø)
b) (/әn.[+r]/, әә.[+r], {MAX-IO@2},  Ø)
c) (/әn.[+r]/, әәʳ, {MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1}, {< MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1>})
Then we put the candidates in the tableau,
 /әn/ +[+r]------------------------>/әәʳ/
Input:/әn/ +[+r] Parse-[+r]  *r/C   *r/I
      
MAX-  DEP-






IDENT   IDENT
-IO         -IO[+r]
[nasal]
*Voraln
<әn.[+r]> *!   *
<әn.[+r], әә.[+r]>
<MAX-IO@2>






   * *       *
In this tableau, the first and the second candidates violate the constraint which requires the 
retroflex suffix to be parsed into the nearest segment, thus they are kicked out. Then the third 
candidate  is  the  optimal  one.  Although  it  violates  the  PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal],  MAX-IO), 
because in <X, B', Y>, X doesn't contain a form that violates IDENT-IO[nasal]. To sum up, the 
OT-CC is also capable of dealing with the transparent process of the Classic OT and at the 
same time it can solve the opacity through an intermediate constraint. 
Chapter 4
Phonological Analysis
      ----The Analysis with The Underlying Form of the Retroflex Suffix As a 
           retroflex vowel 
4.1. The OT Account
Since the discussion of the retroflex suffix as a floating feature is done, we now turn to focus on 
the  retroflex  suffix  as  a  retroflex  vowel  with  a  retroflex  feature  in  the  final  mora.  The 
expression of the retroflex suffix is [әʳ]. Ma (2001) has analyzed the procedure of the retroflex 
suffixation and taken the retroflex suffix as a mid-central vowel. The analysis of Ma (2001) is 
base on the sympathy theory. Here the data in the left is based on L.J.Wang (1991:112-128), 
and in the middle the rhymes with retroflex suffix are modified according to the hypothesis of 
the underlying forms of the vowels. 
                           S                                                      Sәʳ                                   silk
                           tȿ                                          tȿәʳ                                   branch
                           pei                                        pәʳ                                    stele
                           kәn                                       kәʳ                                    root
                           kɤ                                                     kɤʳ                                    song
                           pʰo                                       pʰoʳ                                   old women     
                           pa                                         pαʳ                                    handle
                           pʰai                                      pʰαʳ                                   card  
                           pan                                       pαʳ                                    plate             
                           tau                                       tɔʳ                                      knife
                           kou                                      koʳ                                     hook
                           kaŋ                                       kαcr                                      jar
                           təŋ                                        təcʳ                                      light
                           tɕi                                         tɕjәʳ                                  chicken
                           tɕin                                       tɕjәʳ                                   today
                           tɕiɛ                                       tɕjәʳ                                   street   
                           ia                                          jαʳ                                     tooth
                           tɕian                                     tɕjαʳ                                   tine
                           pʰiau                                     pʰjɔʳ                                   ticket
                           tɕʰjou                                   tɕʰjoʳ                                   ball 
                           liaŋ                                       ljαcr                                      light
                           iŋ                                          jəcʳ                                      shadow
                           kuei                                     kwәʳ                                   cabinet
                           kuәn                                    kwәʳ                                   stick
                           uo                                        woʳ                                     nest
                           u                                           uʳ                                       house
                           hua                                      hwαʳ                                   flower
                           kuai                                     kwαʳ                                   crutch
                           kuan                                    kwαʳ                                    pot
                           kʰuaŋ                                   kʰwαcr                                   basket
                           uəŋ                                       wəcʳ                                      urn
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                          kʰuŋ                                      kʰuʳ                                     blank
                           y                                           yәʳ                                       fish 
                          tɕʰyn                                    tɕʰyәʳ                                    skirt
                           yɛ                                         yәʳ                                       moon
                           yan                                       yαʳ                                      yard
                           ɕiuŋ                                      ɕjuʳ                                     bear 
The data is modified with the retroflex suffix as a retroflex mid-central vowel attaching to the 
stem. Instead of attached to the stem directly,  the retroflex vowel first  spreads its  retroflex 
feature to the stem and get deletion of itself. Therefore, the procedure is different from  that 
when the retroflex suffix is an approximant consonant or a floating feature. It involves an extra 
process that is the elimination of the retroflex vowel. Therefore, it concerns a multiple opacity. 
First of all, I will analyze it the same as above,
                  S   +  әʳ ------------------------>Sәʳ 
                  tȿ  +  әʳ   ------------------------>tȿәʳ 
                 y      +әʳ ------------------------>yәʳ                                   
                 tɕʰyn+әʳ  ------------------------> tɕʰyәʳ 
                 tɕi+әʳ     ------------------------> tɕjәʳ                             
                 tɕin+әʳ   ------------------------> tɕjәʳ  
The data can be summarized as below,
                 /Ø/+  /әʳ/  ------------------------> /әʳ/
                /y/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
                /yn/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
                /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
                /in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
This procedure of the retroflex suffixation is that the high front vowel becomes the pre-nuclear 
glide and then the retroflex vowel with a retroflex feature will be added to the stem as a nuclear 
vowel. Thus, the difference of the procedures between when the the underlying form of the 
retroflex suffix is a floating feature and when the underlying form of the retroflex suffix is a 
retroflex vowel with a retroflex feature is about whether there is an insertion of the retroflex 
vowel or a direct attachment of the retroflex vowel. The retroflex vowel is now as a nuclear 
vowel when the underlying form of the retroflex suffix is a segment. Here, we have to propose 
the constraints to eliminate the bad candidates, such as [iәʳ], [iʳ], [iʳәʳ], [әʳ]. As we have analyzed 
that the high front vowels are not suitable to be retroflexed, then the constraint *r/I will be 
proposed as before, 
     *r/I
     The retroflex suffix can't be attached to high vowels (Ma, 2001). 
And the faithfulness constraint will be IDENT-IO[+r], which requires the retroflex feature to be 
identical  between  the  input  and  the  output.   After  that,  there  is  one  peculiar  markedness 
constraint I propose, 
   *V[әʳ]
   The vowel which is adjacent to a retroflex vowel can't be unretroflexed. 
This  constraint  prevents  the  candidates  such  as  [iәʳ].  And the  last  faithfulness  constraint  I 
propose is MAX-IO, which demand no deletion of the segments. The tableau is as below,
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Input: /i/   + /әʳ/        *r/I                   *V[әʳ]  IDENT-IO[+r]     MAX-IO
 →             [jәʳ]
                 [iәʳ]                   *!
                 [iʳ]      *!    *
                [iʳәʳ]      *!    *
                 [әʳ]                  *!
In this tableau, the third and the fourth candidates are ruled out because retroflex suffix can't be 
attached to high vowels. And the second candidate is fatally violating the constraint that forbids 
the vowels to be unretroflexed in the syllable in front of a retroflex vowel and kicked out. As to 
the other two candidates, the last one violates the requirement of no deletion and is no longer an 
optimal candidate. Thus, the optimal one is the first candidate with a direct attachment of the 
retroflex vowel and the high front vowel becoming a pre-nuclear glide. Then we turn to the 
data,  /in/  + /әʳ/ ------------------------> [jәʳ], the final consonant is deleted after the retroflex 
vowel is attached to the stem, *r/C will be adopted here as well to eliminate the bad candidate 
[inʳ].  And as we can see from the candidate [inәʳ],  the rhyme part  has three moras. Here I 
propose that 
    *3µ
    No trimoraic syllables (Kager, 1999:268).
The constraint is to confirm the well-formedness of the syllable. The markedness constraint 
should be higher ranked to rule out the triple moras in one syllable. And the hierarchy of all 
constraints should be like this,
*3µ,  *V[әʳ] , *r/C, *r/I>>IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO
The markedness constraints should be over ranked than the faithfulness constraint.  And the 
tableau is as below,
/in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> [jәʳ]
Input: /in/   + /әʳ/     *r/I         *V[әʳ]          *r/C         *3µ   IDENT-IO[+r]     MAX-IO
 →            [jәʳ]                  *
                 [iәʳ]             *!                  *
                 [iʳ]   *!    *                         **
                [iʳәʳ]   *!                    *                         *
                 [әʳ]                  **!
                 [inәʳ]                            *!
                 [inʳ]                     *!     *                        *
In this tableau, the markedness constraints are higher to rule out the bad candidates. The first 
constraint which forbids that the retroflex suffix to be attached to the high vowels and kicks out 
the third and the fourth candidates. 
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Then the constraint which disallows unretroflexed vowel in front of a retroflex vowel in one 
syllable rules out the second candidate. Moreover, the constraint which forbids the retroflex 
suffix to be attached to a consonant makes the seventh candidate out of the competition. And 
the last markedness constraint rules out the sixth candidate, because the sixth candidate has 
three moras in one syllable. After that, there are two candidates left to compete with each other, 
the first one and the fifth one. Since the fifth candidate has deleted one more segment in the 
input  and fails  to  match MAX-IO, the  first  candidate  is  the optimal one.  Then we turn to 
another group of the data, 
                kɤ+  әʳ ------------------------> kɤʳ                                  
                pʰo+әʳ ------------------------> pʰoʳ
                pa + әʳ  ------------------------> pαʳ
                tɕjɛ+әʳ ------------------------>tɕjәʳ
                ja+әʳ    ------------------------> jαʳ
                pʰo+әʳ  ------------------------> pʰoʳ
                wo+әʳ    ------------------------>woʳ
                u +әʳ     ------------------------> uʳ                       
                hwa  +әʳ ------------------------> hwαʳ 
                 yɛ    +әʳ------------------------>yәʳ
Since we have indicated the underlying forms of the vowels, the following data can be list as 
such in a summary,
 
            /ә/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>/әʳ/
            /a/+/әʳ/   ------------------------>/αʳ/
           /u/ +/әʳ/   ------------------------>/uʳ/
4.2. The OT-CC Account
In these data, when the retroflex mid-central vowel is attached to the stem, the retroflex feature 
is affiliated with the rhyme part and the retroflex vowel gets itself deleted. In the second group 
of the data, the rules are as such,
    Feature spreading:              V--->Vʳ /_+әʳ 
    Retroflex vowel deletion:   әʳ----> Ø /_#
This  process  involves  a  single  opacity.  The  application  of  the  second  rule  will  bleed  the 
application  of  the  first  rule,  or  rather,  the  application  of  the  second  rule  destroys  the 
environment which the first rule can also apply in. Henceforth, the first rule will counterbleed 
the  second rule in  return.  Here I  will  adopt  the OT-CC as  well  to  solve the  problem. The 
potential candidates to compete with the best candidate are  [uәʳ], [u], [uʳәʳ]. Here we need to 
propose another constraint which is adopted by Ma (2001),
    ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)
    For every stem there must be some syllable such that the right edge of the stem matches the 
right edge of the syllable (Kager, 1999:119).
This  constraint  is  the  format  of  the  Generalized  Alignment  (McCarthy  and  Prince,  1993a) 
which requires the asymmetrical relation between the stem and the syllable. This constraint will 
be helpful for select the optimal candidate. 
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And  If  we  put  this  constraint  in  the  tableau,  concerning  about  the  hierarchy  above,  the 
Alignment constraint should be ranked lower than the other markedness constraint but over 
ranked than MAX-IO. The tableau is indicating about the position of the Alignment constraint,
Input: /u/ +/әʳ/    ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R) MAX-IO
        [uәʳ]           *!          
→       [uʳ]            *
And then we put the Alignment constraint in the former tableau to figure out whether it is fit for 
our analysis or not,
/in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> [jәʳ]
Input: /in/   + /әʳ/   *r/I         *V[әʳ]    *r/C    *3µ ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R) IDENT-IO[+r]   MAX-IO
    →         [jәʳ]        *               *
                 [iәʳ]         *!        *               *
                 [iʳ]   *!           *                   **
                [iʳәʳ]   *!                *    *                    *
                 [әʳ]        *               **!
                 [inәʳ]                    *!        *
                 [inʳ]               *!    *                     *
Then we can see that the Alignment constraint is fit into the tableau, and the hierarchy of all 
constraints has to be modified as,
 *3µ,  *V[әʳ] , *r/C, *r/I >>ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO
According to  the  hierarchy that we have proposed,  the valid candidate  chains  for  retroflex 
suffixation,
Valid candidate chains for /u/ +/әʳ/   ------------------------>[uʳ]
a)  <uәʳ>                                 Faithful parse
b)  <uәʳ, u>                             Harmonically improving because of 
                                                ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
c)  <uәʳ, uʳәʳ>                         Harmonically improving because of 
                                               *V[әʳ]>>IDENT-IO[+r]
d)  < uәʳ, uʳәʳ,uʳ>                    Harmonically improving because of
                                               ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
And the candidate from (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq)
a) (/uәʳ/, uәʳ,  Ø,  Ø)
b) (/uәʳ/, u, {MAX-IO@2},  Ø)
c) (/uәʳ/, uʳәʳ, {IDENT-IO[+r]@1},  Ø)
d) (/uәʳ/, uʳ, {IDENT-IO[+r]@1,MAX-IO@2}, {< IDENT-IO[+r]@1,MAX-IO@2 >})
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The winner of the competition is the last one, while the competitive candidate is the second. 
The differ between the two candidates are about the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO[+r] and 
MAX-IO. Therefore, the constraint should be proposed as below, 
    PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO)
    Let A' and B' stand for forms that add violations of the faithfulness constraints IDENT-
IO[+r] and MAX-IO, respectively.
    To any chain of the form<X, B', Y>, if X doesn't contain A', assign a violation mark.
    To any chain of the form <X, B', Y>, if Y contains A', assign a violation mark.   
This constraint is the key to rule out the competitive candidate. And the metaconstraint MAX-
IO in this  case  should  be ranked higher  than the  constraint   PREC(IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-
IO).The tableau is as such,
 /u/ +/әʳ/   ------------------------>[uʳ]




  < >
*!   
<uәʳ, u>
<MAX-IO@2>
    *      *!
<uәʳ,  uʳәʳ> 
<IDENT-IO[+r]@1>
  *!    *     
<uәʳ,  uʳәʳ, uʳ>  √
<IDENT-IO[+r]@1, 
MAX-IO@2>
 *  *
In this tableau, the first candidate violates the constraint that the vowel has to be retroflexed in 
front of a retroflex vowel with a retroflex feature and ruled out. After that, the third constraint 
fails to match the alignment constraint which requires the identification of the stem and the 
syllable on the right side. There are two candidate left to be the optimal one. The key to rule out 
the second candidate is the constraint PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO). As we can see, the B' is 
a violation form [u] and the X doesn't contain a form that violates the constraint IDENT-IO[+r], 
so that it is fatally out. And as to the fourth candidate, B' is a violation form [uʳ] and X contains 
a form that violates the constraint IDENT-IO[+r]. It is also worthy of mentioning that both 
candidates follow the requirement that Y doesn't contain a form that violates the constraint 
IDENT-IO[+r]. 
  Now we turn to another group of the data, 
                  pej+ әʳ ------------------------> pәʳ                                
                  kәn+әʳ ------------------------> kәʳ 
                  pʰaj +әʳ------------------------> pʰαʳ              
                  pan+әʳ ------------------------> pαʳ                           
                  kow+әʳ ------------------------> koʳ 
                  tɕjan +әʳ------------------------>tɕjαʳ
                  tɕʰjow+әʳ------------------------>tɕʰjoʳ
                kwej+әʳ ------------------------>kwәʳ
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                  kwәn+әʳ ------------------------>kwәʳ
                  kwaj +әʳ ------------------------> kwαʳ
                  kuan+әʳ ------------------------> kuαʳ
                  yan  +әʳ  ------------------------>yαʳ
And in a word, the data can be shorten as below, 
                 /әj/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> /әʳ/
                 /әn/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> /әʳ/
                 /әw/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> /әʳ/
                /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αʳ/
                /aj/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> /αʳ/
In the data above, the retroflex suffixation has complex procedures to add the retroflex feature 
in the stem. First of all, the final coda gets deletion and then the retroflex feature spreads its 
own feature to the stem vowel, at last the retroflex mid-central vowel gets itself deleted. The 
procedure involves single opacity as well. Thus, if we put the candidates in the tableau, we may 
get a wrong optimal one as below,
 /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]
Input: /an/   + /әʳ/     *r/I      *V[әʳ]    *r/C    *3µ ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R) IDENT-IO[+r]   MAX-IO
                 [αәʳ]         *!        *               *
                 [әʳ]                *!               **
                 [αʳ]            *!                    **
                [αʳәʳ]                  *!   *                      *
      →       *[α]                      ** 
                 [αnәʳ]                    *!        *
                 [αnʳ]              *!   *                       *
As we can see from the tableau, the markedness constraints rule out the candidates [αәʳ], [αnʳ], 
[αnәʳ]. Then the constraint ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R) kicks out the candidates [αʳәʳ] and [әʳ] which 
don't follow the rule that the right side of the stem matches the right side of the syllable. After 
that, we can see that the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO[+r] rules out our intended winner 
[αʳ] and choose the wrong optimal one [α]. Hence, the phonological opacity makes the Classic 
OT choose the wrong one. Instead of this tableau, another one will be proposed with candidate 
chains. 
Recalling from the hierarchy of the constraints,
*3µ,  *V[әʳ] , *r/C, *r/I>>ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO
Valid candidate chains for /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]
a) <anәʳ>                               Faithful parse
b) <anәʳ, αәʳ>                        Harmonically improving because of 
                                              *3µ>>MAX-IO
c) < anәʳ, αәʳ, α>                   Harmonically improving because of 
                                              *V[әʳ] >>MAX-IO
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d) < anәʳ, αәʳ, αʳәʳ>               Harmonically improving because of                          
                                              *V[әʳ]>>IDENT-IO[+r]
e) < anәʳ, αәʳ, αʳәʳ, αʳ>          Harmonically improving because of 
                                              ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
Candidate from (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq)
a) (/anәʳ/,  anәʳ,  Ø,  Ø)
b) (/anәʳ/, aәʳ, {MAX-IO@2},  Ø)
c) (/anәʳ/, a, {MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3}, {< MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3>})
d) (/anәʳ/, αʳәʳ, {MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1}, {<MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1>})
e)  (/anәʳ/,  αʳ,  {MAX-IO@2,  IDENT-IO[+r]@1,  MAX-IO@3},  {<  MAX-IO@2,  IDENT-
IO[+r]@1, MAX-IO@3>})
As we can see from the data, the difference between the intended winner and the competitive 
one is due to the order of IDENT-IO[+r] and MAX-IO. Hence, PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-
IO) is proposed to select the optimal candidate. 
    PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO)
   Let A' and B' stands for forms that add violations of the faithfulness constraints IDENT-
IO[+r] and MAX-IO, respectively.
    To any chain of the form<X, B', Y>, if X doesn't contain A', assign a violation mark.
    To any chain of the form <X, B', Y>, if Y contains A', assign a violation mark.
And the metaconstraint is MAX-IO which is  higher ranked than PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-
IO). The tableau is as below,  
/an/+ /әʳ/  ------------------------> [αʳ]




  < >
*!   
< αnәʳ, αәʳ>
<MAX-IO@2>
   *!  *      
<αnәʳ, αәʳ, α> 
<MAX-IO@2, MAX-
IO@3>
   ** *!     
<αnәʳ,  αʳәʳ>  
<MAX-IO@2, 
IDENT-IO[+r]@1>
   *!  *  *





In this tableau, the first constraint rules out the most faithfulness candidate. Then alignment 
which demands that the right side of the stem to be matched with the right side of the syllable 
rules out the second and the fourth candidates. Although the third and the fifth candidate have 
deleted the final nasal, it doesn't affect the stem to be on the right side of the syllable. The key 
to rule out the second candidate is the  PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO). The candidate [α] is 
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B' and X doesn't contain a form that violates IDENT-IO[+r], thus it has an asterisk. As to the 
fifth candidate, X contains a form that violates IDENT-IO[+r]. Therefore, the fifth candidate is 
optimal one. 
Then we should turn to the data of the final group,
                  kaŋ+ әʳ   ------------------------> kαcr                                  
                  tәŋ+ әʳ    ------------------------>təʳ 
                  ljaŋ+ әʳ   - ----------------------->  ljαcr   
                  uәŋ+  әʳ ------------------------> uəcʳ 
                  kʰwaŋ+ әʳ  ------------------------> kʰwαcr   
                  kʰuŋ+ әʳ   ------------------------> kʰuʳ 
                  ɕiuŋ + әʳ  ------------------------>ɕiuʳ 
After given the data, we can summarize it, 
                  /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /    
                  /әŋ/ +/әʳ /  ------------------------> /əcʳ/  
                  /uŋ/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> /uʳ/ 
This procedure of the retroflex suffixation involves double opacity. First of all, the velar nasal 
nasalizes the vowel and gets deleted. After that, the retroflex suffix spreads its own feature to 
the nuclear vowel and then gets deleted as well. It is much more complex than the retroflex 
suffixation of the alveolar nasal in coda. The OT-CC is also applied here to solve the problem.
The hierarchy of the constraints for the retroflex suffixation of the alveolar nasal in coda is as 
such, 
*3µ,  *V[әʳ] , *r/C, *r/I>>ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO
As to the velar nasal, the constraint which has been mentioned before is as followed,
  *Voralŋ
   The vowels in front of a velar nasal can't be oral.
And the faithfulness constraint is IDENT-IO[nasal] which requires the faithfulness of the nasal 
feature.
  IDENT-IO[nasal]
  Correspondence segments in input and output have identical values for [nasal].
The constraint *Voralŋ should be ranked higher than Faithfulness constraints, because of the 
contextual markedness constraint >> faithfulness constraint  (Kager, 1999). Then we put the 
candidates in the tableau with a Classic OT account.
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 /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /   
Input: 
/aŋ/   + /әʳ/ 
*V[әʳ]   *r/C  Parse-[+r]  *Voralŋ ALIGN(stem
, R, σ, R)
IDENT-IO[nasal]  IDENT-IO[+r]   MAX-IO 
        [αәʳ] *!       *                        *
        [αʳәʳ]           *!              *                 *
 →    *[αʳ]                *                 **
         [αcr әʳ]     *!  *                      *                 *
          [αcr ]  *!                    *                  **
         [αcr ŋ]           *!           *                     *                  *
         [αcr әʳ]                *!  *                     *                  *
         [αcŋʳ]      *!  *                                         *
First of all, the constraint*V[әʳ] rules out the fatal candidate [αәʳ]. Secondly, the last candidate 
fails to match the constraint that forbids retroflex suffix attaching to a consonant and is kicked 
out. Then here we apply the constraint Parse-[+r] mentioned before to require that the retroflex 
suffix should be attached to the nearest segment of the syllable. It rules out the candidate [αcʳŋ]. 
Moreover, the alignment constraint kicks out the [αʳәʳ] and [αcr әʳ], which violate the right side of 
the stem matching to the right side of the syllable. The markedness constraints rule out the other 
bad candidates  and then there  are  two potential  candidates  to  be the  winner,  [αʳ]  and [αcr ]. 
Finally the faithfulness constraint IDENT-IO[nasal] chooses the transparent candidate instead 
of the opaque one.  The Classic OT fails  to select  the optimal one. Then we apply OT-CC 
instead,
The hierarchy of the constraints for retroflex suffixation of the velar nasal in coda,
Parse-[+r],  *V[әʳ] ,  *r/C,  *Voralŋ, *3µ>>ALIGN(stem, R, σ,  R)>>IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO, 
IDENT-IO[nasal]
Valid candidate chains for /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /  
a) < aŋәʳ>                              Faithful parse
b) < aŋәʳ, αәʳ>                       Harmonically improving because of
                                              *3µ>>MAX-IO
c) < aŋәʳ, αәʳ, α>                    Harmonically improving because of
                                               ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
d)  < aŋәʳ, αәʳ,αʳәʳ>                Harmonically improving because of 
                                              *V[әʳ] >>IDENT-IO[+r]
e) < aŋәʳ, αәʳ,αʳәʳ, αʳ>             Harmonically improving because of 
                                               ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
f) < aŋәʳ, αcŋәʳ>                       Harmonically improving because of
                                               *Voralŋ>>IDENT-IO[nasal]
g) < aŋәʳ, αcŋәʳ, αcәʳ>                 Harmonically improving because of
                                                *3µ>>MAX-IO
h) < aŋәʳ, αcŋәʳ, αcәʳ, αc>            Harmonically improving because of
                                                ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
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i) < aŋәʳ, αcŋәʳ, αcәʳ, αcʳәʳ >        Harmonically improving because of
                                                *V[әʳ] >>IDENT-IO[+r]
j) < aŋәʳ, αcŋәʳ, αcәʳ, αcʳәʳ, αcr  >   Harmonically improving because of
                                                ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO
Candidate from (in, out, L-set, rLUMSeq)
a)    (/aŋәʳ/, αŋәʳ, Ø, Ø)
b)     (/aŋәʳ/, αәʳ, {MAX-IO@2}, Ø)
c)     (/aŋәʳ/, α, {MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3}, {< MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3>}) 
d)     (/aŋәʳ/, αʳәʳ, {MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1}, {< MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1 >})
e)    (/aŋәʳ/,  αʳ,  {  MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1, MAX-IO@3}, {< MAX-IO@2, IDENT-
IO[+r]@1, MAX-IO@3>})
f)     (/aŋәʳ/,  αcŋәʳ, {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1},  Ø}
g)    (/aŋәʳ/,  αcәʳ,  {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1,  MAX-IO@2},  {<  IDENT-IO[nasal]@1,  MAX-
IO@2>})
h)    (/aŋәʳ/,   αc, {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1, MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3}, {< IDENT-IO[nasal]@1, 
MAX-IO@2, MAX-IO@3>}) 
i)  (/aŋәʳ/,  αcr әʳ  {IDENT-IO[nasal]@1,  MAX-IO@2,  IDENT-IO[+r]@1},  {<IDENT-
IO[nasal]@1, MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1>})
j)    (/aŋәʳ/,  αcʳ,  {  IDENT-IO[nasal]@1,  MAX-IO@2,  IDENT-IO[+r]@1,  MAX-IO@3},  {< 
IDENT-IO[nasal]@1, MAX-IO@2, IDENT-IO[+r]@1, MAX-IO@3>}) 
As we can see from the candidates (c), (e) and (h) , they are all competitive candidates to the 
optimal  one.  And the  optimal  one  is  (j).  As we have analyzed  before,  there  are  only  one 
potential  candidate  threatening the intended winner,  however,  here  we have three potential 
candidates to be threatening the intended winner. Hence, here we have to propose two PREC 
constraints to rule the competitive candidates out. The subset of the L-set contains MAX-IO, 
IDENT-IO[nasal] and IDENT-IO[+r]. The key of ruling out the potential candidates is the order 
of the three constraints. The candidates have to first violate the IDENT-IO[nasal] ad IDENT-
IO[+r]  first,  then  the  MAX-IO.  Therefore,  the  PREC(IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO)  and 
PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal],  MAX-IO) should both be applied in the tableau. They are helpful 
with the selection of the intended winner. It is worthy of mentioning the metaconstraint MAX-
IO should be ranked higher than both of them.
Then the hierarchy of the constraints will be as such,
MAX-IO>>PREC(IDENT-IO[+r],  MAX-IO),PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal],  MAX-IO)  >>IDENT-
IO[nasal],  IDENT-IO[+r]
After that, given the former analysis of the hierarchy of relevant constraints, the hierarchy of 
the constraints for the retroflex suffixation with a velar nasal ending will be as below,
*V[әʳ], *r/C,  Parse-[+r], *Voralŋ>>ALIGN(stem, R, σ, R)>>MAX-IO>>PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], 
MAX-IO),PREC(IDENT-IO[nasal], MAX-IO) >>IDENT-IO[nasal],  IDENT-IO[+r]
Thus, we apply the hierarchy in the tableau,
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 /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /   




PREC(IDENT-         PREC(IDENT-
IO[nasal], MAX       IO[+r], MAX
-IO)                           -IO)
 IDENT            IDENT
-IO[+r]             -IO[nasal]
 <αŋәʳ>
  < >
*! *  
< αŋәʳ, αәʳ>
<MAX-IO@2>
*! * *                         *
< αŋәʳ, αәʳ,α >
<MAX-IO@2, MAX-
IO@3>
** *!                        *
<αŋәʳ, αәʳ, αʳәʳ > 
<MAX-IO@2, 
IDENT-IO[+r]@1>
  *! * *                         * *




** *!                        *
<αŋәʳ,  αcŋәʳ> 
<IDENT-
IO[nasal]@1>
*! *              *            *




*! *              *               *




**              *!            *






*! *              * *                    *





IO[+r]@1,  MAX-IO 
@3>
** *                     *
As we can see  from the tableau,  the first  constraints  rules  out  [αŋәʳ]  and [αcŋәʳ].  Then the 
alignment constraints rule out the other candidates and leaves the three potential candidates and 
the  intended  winner.  After  that,  the  three  potential  candidates  and the  intended winner  all 
violate the metaconstraint MAX-IO twice. Then the [α] and [αʳ]  violate the PREC(IDENT-
IO[nasal],  MAX-IO),  because the  X doesn't  contain  a  form that  violates  IDENT-IO[nasal]. 
Then the candidate [αc]  violates the PREC(IDENT-IO[+r], MAX-IO), because the X doesn't 
contain a form that violates IDENT-IO[+r]. Therefore, the winner is the last one  [αcr ]. The 
double opacity is solved in retroflex suffixation of the velar nasal. Therefore, the derivation of 
the retroflex suffixation has been analyzed so far. 
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4.3. Feature Analysis
There is a modified version of the retroflex suffix, since we take the retroflex suffix as a mid-
central vowel plus a retroflex feature instead of an approximant consonant. When the retroflex 
vowel plus a retroflex feature is attached to the stem, the retroflex feature is attached to the 
nuclear vowel of the syllable and the retroflex vowel  gets itself deleted. Here I propose that the 
retroflex feature co-articulates with the retroflex vowel. Considered of the tongue as an active 
articulator, the retroflex involves a retroflex action of the tip of the tongue approaching to the 
hard palatal  zone which is specified as a [apical]  feature in the coronal place and also the 
dorsum of the  tongue approaching to  the soft  palatal  as a  [dorsal]  feature.  Here I  take the 
[apical] feature as equal as [retro] feature. As we see, the PSM assumes a restrictive grammar in 
which representational economy plays an important role and that every segment composed of 
more than one feature in a given language implies the presence of minimally different segments 
with a subset of those features, including segments composed of single features (Islam Youssff, 
2010). The structure  is now as such, 
      /әʳ/                                      /әʳ/                                  
                                    C-manner           C-place            
                                                                                     [cor]
                                  V-manner            V-place                
   
                         [closed]                                               [retro]
                                            [open]         [dorsal]                  
                                                 
As we have indicated the vowels and the final consonants with a PSM feature specification, the 
tableau will be applied here as well,
C-manner V-manner C-place V-place
[closed] [open] [nasal] [closed] [open] [cor] [dor] [cor] [dor]
Stop /n/ [n]   √  √ √
/ŋ/ [ŋ]   √  √ √
approximant /j/ [j]   √ √ √
/w/ [w]   √ √ √
High vowel /i/ [i][ʅ]
[ɿ]
√ √
/y/ [y] √ √
/u/ [u] √ √




Low vowel /a/ [a][α] √
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                          [Root node]                                                                
                  C-manner                    C-place                                                                   
 
      [closed]                                                                                                      
                                                      [cor]                            [dor]    
     [nasal]   V-manner                     V-place                                    
                                    [open]                                   
    
     [closed]                                      [cor]                           [dor]
            [nasal]                      
                                      [open] 
Here the first group of data is as below,
/a/+/әʳ/   ------------------------>[αʳ]
/ә/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[әʳ]  
/u/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[uʳ]  
Then we apply PSM feature geometry to see how the  retroflex  /әʳ/ fuses into the stem of a 
vowel ending,                                
 /a/+/әʳ/   ------------------------>[αʳ]
                         /a/                 +                                      /әʳ/        ------------------------->              /αʳ/                               
                                                         
     C-manner          C-place                       C-manner       C-place                              C-manner           C-place        
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                                
   V-manner            V-place                    V-manner         V-place         [cor]                                                              [cor]
                                                                                                                                     V-manner             V-place
                                                          [closed]                                        [retro]                                                            [retro]
     [open]                    [  ]                                      [open]     [dor]                                                 
                                                                                                                                     [open]                    [dor]
 /ә/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[әʳ]                                        
                          /ә/                 +                                      /әʳ/        ------------------------->              /әʳ/                               
                                                         
     C-manner          C-place                           C-manner       C-place                        C-manner                C-place    
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                                              
   V-manner            V-place                     V-manner         V-place       [cor]                                                                  [cor]     
                                                                                                                                     V-manner             V-place
  [closed]                                                [closed]                                [retro]                                                                [retro]
            [open]            [   ]                                    [open]      [dor]                     [closed]                                    
                                                                                                                                        [open]                 [dor]
  
  /u/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[uʳ]  
                        /u/                 +                                      /әʳ/        ------------------------->               /uʳ/                               
                                                         
     C-manner          C-place                      C-manner           C-place                            C-manner           C-place      
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                               [cor]                                                            [cor]
   V-manner            V-place                    V-manner         V-place                                                            
                                                                                                             [retro]             V-manner             V-place     [retro]
                                                          [closed]                
     [closed]                [dor]                                 [open]       [dor]                                                              
                                                                                                                                     [closed]                 [dor]
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As we can see from the first group of data, the retroflex mid-central vowel first requires the 
nuclear vowel in the stem to have a dorsal feature and then it spreads its retroflex feature to the 
nuclear vowel in C-place. At last the retroflex vowel gets deleted by itself. The V-manners of 
the nuclear vowels are variable, however, they are irrelevant to our retroflex suffix attachment. 
If the vowel such as [u] has dorsal feature, it remains the same as before. If the vowel such as 
[a] doesn't have a dorsal feature, the retroflex suffix will spread its dorsal feature to the main 
vowel. The procedures of adding a retroflex suffix into different vowels in this group have a 
common that is the retroflex mid-vowel spreads its retroflex feature to the nuclear vowels in C-
place.
Then we turn to the data which has a consonant ending in the stem, 
                  /әj/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]
                 /әn/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]
                 /әw/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [әʳ]
                /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]
                  /aj/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [αʳ]
Here we apply PSM structure to indicate how the procedure is,
      /әn/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]                                                                    
                      /ә/                                                         /n/                 +                             / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                      C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place       
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                      [closed]                                                                                                    [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          [nasal]                     [cor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                           
  [closed]                                                                                                  [closed]                                       [retro]
               [open]  [   ]                                                                                               [open]            [dor] 
                                        
     
                                                                    
                           /әʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                              [cor]                                                                          
   V-manner                     V-place                                              
                                                                                                                                            
  [closed]                                               [retro]                                  
                  [open]              [dor]
  /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]                                                              
                         /a/                                                      /n/             +                               / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                     C-manner                C-place            C-manner            C-place     
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                    [closed]                                                                                                       [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          [nasal]                     [cor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                [closed]                                           [retro]
     [open]            [    ]                                                                                                  [open]       [dor] 
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                           /αʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                 
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                            [cor]                                                                          
   V-manner                     V-place                                           
                                                                                                                                            
                                                            [retro]                        
       [open]                         [dor]
 /әw/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [әʳ]
                        /ә/                                                     /w/                 +                            / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                       C-manner                C-place            C-manner            C-place        
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                                                                     [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          V-manner                [dor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                                                        [retro]
  [closed]                                                                                                  [closed]                  
               [open] [    ]                                 [closed]                                              [open]               [dor] 
                                        
     
                                                                    
                           /әʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                              [cor]                                                                        
   V-manner                     V-place                                              
                                                                [retro]                                                                            
  [closed]                                                                                 
                  [open]             [dor]
  /aj/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [αʳ]
                      /a/                                                        /j/                  +                            / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                        C-manner                C-place             C-manner            C-place      
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                                                                        [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          V-manner                [cor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                [closed]                                             [retro]
     [open]             [  ]                                   [closed]                                                 [open]         [dor] 
                                        
     
                                                                    
                           /αʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                  [cor]                                                                    
   V-manner                     V-place                                             
                                                                                                                                            
                                                                   [retro]              
       [open]                        [dor]
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  /әj/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]
                       /ә/                                                        /j/                  +                            / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                         C-manner                C-place          C-manner            C-place       
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                                                                        [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          V-manner                 [cor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                           
  [closed]                                                                                                [closed]                                              [retro]
              [open]  [    ]                                [closed]                                              [open]                [dor] 
                                        
     
                           /әʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place              
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                           [cor]                                                                             
   V-manner                     V-place                                              
                                                                                                                                            
  [closed]                                             [retro]                                        
                  [open]             [dor]
Among these structures, the retroflex vowel spreads its dorsal feature to the vowel [a] and [ә] 
which lack of specifying the dorsal feature. And the retroflex suffix also spreads its retroflex 
feature to  the nuclear vowels across the consonants in C-place. The consonants in the finals are 
deleted. 
Now the third group of data is as followed, 
                 /aŋ/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /αcr /    
                  /әŋ/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------> /əcʳ/  
                  /uŋ/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /uʳ/ 
The PSM structure will be applied to the data as well,     
 /aŋ/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /αcr /    
                       /a/                                                      /ŋ/             +                               / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                     C-manner                   C-place                C-manner            C-place       
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                    [closed]                                                                                                 
   V-manner        V-place                          [nasal]                    [dor]           V-manner              V-place       [cor]          
                                                                                                                                           
                                                                                                                [closed]                                          [retro]
     [open]             [  ]                                                                                                  [open]          [dor] 
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                           /αcʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                             [cor]                                                                         
   V-manner                     V-place                                               
                                                              [retro]                                                                              
 [nasal]                                                                           
           [open]                     [dor]
   /әŋ/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------> /əcʳ/                    
                      /ә/                                                          /ŋ/                 +                             / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                       C-manner                C-place          C-manner               C-place      
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                     [closed]                                                                                                      [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          [nasal]                     [dor]           V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                           
  [closed]                                                                                                 [closed]                                            [retro]
                [open] [   ]                                                                                               [open]              [dor] 
                                        
     
                                                                    
                     
                        /əcr /                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                               [cor]                                                                       
   V-manner                     V-place                                              
                                                                                                                                            
  [closed]                                                 [retro]                                     
   [nasal]                             [dor] 
               [open]
 /uŋ/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /uʳ/ 
                      /u/                                                      /ŋ/             +                               / әʳ/         ----------------------------> 
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner     C-place                       C-manner                  C-place            C-manner            C-place      
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                  [closed]                                                                                                            [cor]
   V-manner        V-place                          [nasal]                     [dor]             V-manner              V-place                
                                                                                                                                                                           [retro]
                                                                                                                [closed]                  
     [closed]          [dor]                                                                                        [open]                [dor] 
                                        
     
                                                                    
                           /uʳ/                                                      
                                                                                                                               
     C-manner                   C-place                  
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                            [cor]                                                                            
   V-manner                     V-place                                              
                                                            [retro]                                                                              
 [closed]                                                                             
    [nasal]                           [dor]
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As we can see from the diagram, the retroflex vowel spreads its dorsal feature to the nuclear 
vowel and it spreads its retroflex feature as well. The different part from the last group is that 
the velar nasal spreads its  nasal feature from C-manner to V-manner of the nuclear vowel. 
Recalling from the analysis when the retroflex suffix is an approximant consonant, I propose 
that  the  alveolar  nasal  [n]  which has  a  coronal  feature  and a  nasal  feature  will  be  deleted 
without spreading its nasal feature to the nuclear vowel, in contrast, the velar nasal which has a 
dorsal feature and a nasal feature will be deleted after it spreads its nasal feature to the nuclear 
vowel. The reason for this phenomenon is that I assume that the feature of the consonant with a 
dorsal feature is much more preserved than the one with a coronal feature. This proposal is due 
to  the articulation and the perception of the consonants,  however,  there is  no fix  universal 
hierarchy about the two distinctive places of articulation. Therefore,  this assumption is still 
debatable and needs further test. 
The fourth group of the data is as below, 
                /Ø/+  /әʳ/  ------------------------> /әʳ/
               /y/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
               /yn/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
               /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
              /in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
              /iŋ/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jəcʳ/  
a)    /Ø/+  /әʳ/  ------------------------> /әʳ/
           /Ø/      +    /әʳ/           -------------------->                                         / әʳ / 
                                        
                  C-manner            C-place                                      C-manner               C-place           
 
            V-manner             V-place        [cor]                        V-manner              V-place       [cor]
                                                                                                                 
      [closed]                                          [retro]           [closed]                                             [retro]                          
                        [open]             [dor]                                                     [open]         [dor]
                                  
b)    /y/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/                                                     
                        /y/                 +                                     /әʳ/                   ------------------------->        /ɥ/                           
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                                          [closed]                           
   V-manner                     V-place          V-manner            V-place       [cor]                   V-manner                 [cor]               
                                                                                                                               
                                                         [closed]                                          [retro]
     [closed]                        [cor]                      [open]           [dor]                                      [closed]
                         /әʳ/ 
                                        
                  C-manner            C-place                       
            V-manner             V-place           [cor]              
                                                                                                                 
      [closed]                                            [retro]                                     
                        [open]            [dor]                                          
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c)        /yn/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/                  
                      /y/                                                         / n /                               +                 / әʳ/        -------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                  C-manner               C-place        
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed[                                                                                                     [cor]
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                  [ cor]                      V-manner              V-place         
                                                                                                                                                                    
                                                                                                                [closed]                                               [retro]
     [closed]                        [cor]                                                                                [open]              [dor]
                         /ɥ/                                                  /әʳ/                                                           
        C-manner           C-place              C-manner           C-place       
[closed]                                                                                             [cor]                                        
        V-manner           [cor]                  V-manner             V-place        
                                                                                                                                           
                                                      [closed]                                       [retro]
           [closed]                                                [open]        [dor]            
d)          /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
                     
                         /i/                 +                                     / әʳ/                   ------------------------->            /j/                               
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner               C-place                               C-manner           C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                                                                             [cor]       [closed]                            
   V-manner                     V-place          V-manner             V-place                               V-manner               [cor] 
                                                                                                                               
                                                         [closed]                                      [retro]
     [closed]                         [cor]                            [open]      [dor]                              [closed]
                                                            /әʳ/ 
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place                  
                                  V-manner             V-place                  
                                                                           [cor]                                   
                             [closed]                                                   
                                                    [open]            [dor]    [retro]
           
e)              /in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/
                         /i/                                                         / n /                                +                    /әʳ/        -------------------> 
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                       C-manner               C-place   
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                                                                          [cor]
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                 [cor]                            V-manner            V-place                           
                                                                                                                                                                       
                                                                                                                    [closed]                                               [retro]
     [closed]                        [cor]                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                           [open]          [dor]
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                         /j/                                                  /әʳ/                                                          
        C-manner           C-place              C-manner           C-place                  
[closed]                                                                                               [cor]                                       
        V-manner           [cor]                  V-manner             V-place                   
                                                                                                                                                         
                                                      [closed]                                        [retro]
           [closed]                                                [open]        [dor]              
f)           /iŋ/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jəcʳ/  
I)
                         /i/                      +                                 /ŋ /      -------------------------->                    /j/                                     
                                                         
     C-manner                   C-place          C-manner            C-place                                   C-manner               C-place
                                                                                                                                                   
                                                          [closed]                                                       [closed]                                             
   V-manner                     V-place            [nasal]                 [dor]                                       V-manner                 [cor] 
                                                                                                                                                                             
    
     [closed]                       [cor ]                                                                                           [closed]
                                                           /ә/                                                            /ŋ/ 
                                        
                                             C-manner            C-place                      C-manner            C-place
                                                                         
                                  V-manner             V-place        [closed]                              [dor]       
                                                                                         [nasal]               
                             [closed]                   [cor]                            
                                                    [open]                    [dor]     
           
II)                    /j/                                                  /ә/                                                         /ŋ/                         +
        C-manner            C-place              C-manner           C-place                       C-manner            C-place  
[closed]                                                                                                     [closed]                   
        V-manner           [cor ]                  V-manner             V-place                                                 [dor]        
                                                                                                                      [nasal]                           
                                                      [closed]                   [cor]                   
           [closed]                                                [open]                [dor]             
                   /әʳ/            ---------------------->                       /j/                                              /əcʳ/
 
     C-manner     C-place                             C-manner                   C-place         C-manner            C-place     
                                             
    V-manner      V-place      [cor]     [closed]   V-manner                  [cor]          V-manner            V-place         [cor]
                                                                                                                    
[closed]                                  [retro]                [closed]                          [closed]                                                    [retro]
           [open]     [dor]                                                          [nasal]                               [dor]
                                                                                                           [open]
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In the example (a), there is a vacancy in the vowel position and when the retroflex vowel with a 
retroflex feature is attached to the stem, the retroflex vowel with a retroflex vowel becomes a 
nuclear vowel. And in the examples (b) and (d), the high front vowel becomes a pre-nuclear 
glide, since it doesn't  match the requirement to be retroflexed. Then in the examples (c) and (e), 
the final consonants are deleted and the high front vowel becomes a pre-nuclear glide. At the 
same time, the retroflex vowel with a retroflex feature becomes the nuclear vowel. This process 
contains an alveolar deletion. In the example (f), the procedure contains two steps, one of which 
is to alter itself as [jәŋ], and the other is to add a retroflex suffix in the stem. The first procedure 
is proposed by Wang (1963:22), who indicated that the [iŋ] is actually pronounced as [iәŋ]. 
Then the retroflex suffix spreads its retroflex feature to its nuclear vowel and the final velar 
nasal spreads its nasal feature to V-manner of the nuclear vowel. At last, the velar nasal and the 
retroflex suffix get deletion. Thus, when the vowel in the nuclear position is a high front vowel, 
the high front vowel becomes a pre-nuclear glide. And the retroflex vowel becomes a nuclear 
vowel with a retroflex feature. If there is an alveolar nasal in coda, the alveolar nasal gets itself 
deleted. If there is a velar nasal in coda, the velar nasal spreads its nasal feature to the nuclear 
vowel and then gets itself deleted. 
Now we turn to the feature analysis of the phenomenon with Optimality Theory, in the first 
group of data,
                  /Ø/+  /әʳ/  ------------------------> /әʳ/
                /y/ + /әʳ/  ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
                /yn/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
                /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
                /in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
The retroflex suffix becomes a nuclear vowel and the high front vowel becomes a pre-nuclear 
glide. Thus, the markedness constraint will be *VV to avoid the diphthongs in one syllable. 
Here with a feature specification, the constraint will be modified as
    *V-mannerV-manner
     Two V-manners are disallowed in one syllable. 
And in contrast, the faithfulness constraint will be MAX-IOV-manner,
     MAX-IOV-manner
     There is no deletion of V-manner.
The tableau is as followed, 
 /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
Input:/i/+/әʳ/    *V-mannerV-manner      MAX-IOV-manner
        [iәʳ]           *!
  →    [jәʳ]        
        [әʳ]       *!
        [i]       *!
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Then with a consideration of other candidates such as [iʳәʳ] and [iʳә],  The tableau is as such,
 /i/   + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
Input:/i/+/әʳ/        *V-mannerV-manner           MAX-IOV-manner
        [iәʳ]           *!                      
  →    [jәʳ]        
        [әʳ]       *!
        [iʳ]                             *!
        [iʳәʳ]           *!                    
                [iʳә]           *!                    
In the tableau, the first constraint kicks out the first candidate, the fifth and the sixth, because of 
the violation of two V-manners together. In the end, the faithfulness constraint rules out the 
third and fourth candidates which delete their V-manners. The optimal candidate is the second 
one. 
Then as we can see from the data, the candidate contains a final consonant in coda, such as /in/, 
[yn]. 
    /in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
   /yn/+ /әʳ/ ------------------------> /ɥәʳ/
Therefore,  there will be 
     *Consonant[+retro] 
     There must be no retroflex feature in consonants.
This  constraint  is  modified  according  to  the  constraint  *r/C  (Ma,  2001).  The  aim  of  the 
constraint is to prevent the retroflex feature to be attached to a consonant. And the faithfulness 
constraint is MAX-IOC-manner,
     MAX-IOC-manner
    There is no deletion of C-manner.
The hierarchy of two constraints is  *Consonant[+retro]  >> MAX-IOC-manner,  because the 
priority is to forbid the retroflex suffix to be attached to the consonants. And there should be 
another  markedness  constraint  to  rule  out  the  candidate  that  has  three  moras  [inәʳ].  The 
constraint will be 
  *V-mannerC-mannerV-manner
   There is no such three manners in one syllable.
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Then we put the constraints to the tableau, 
/in/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jәʳ/  
Input:/in/+/әʳ/ *V-manner                     *Consonant         *V-manner
V-manner                         [+retro]               C-manner
                                                                      V-manner
  MAX-IO         MAX-IO
  V-manner        C-manner
       [iәʳ]        *!                  *
  →   [jәʳ]                  *
       [әʳ]    *!                         *
       [i]    *!                         *
       [iʳәʳ]        *!                  * 
              [iʳә]        *!                  *
              [inʳ]                      *!    *
             [inәʳ]                                 *!
In the tableau, the first constraint that forbids two manners kicks out the first candidate, the fifth 
and the sixth candidates.   After that,  the second constraint  rules out the seventh candidate, 
because the retroflex feature can't be linked to a consonant. The last markedness constraint 
kicks  out  the  candidate  with  V-mannerC-mannerV-manner  together.  As  to  the  faithfulness 
constraint  MAX-IOV-manner,  it  rules  out  the  third  and  the  fourth  candidates  which  have 
deleted V-manners. In the end,  the optimal candidate is the second, although it deletes one final 
consonant. 
Now, we turn to the data, 
 /a/+/әʳ/   ------------------------>[αʳ]
/ә/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[әʳ]  
/u/ +/әʳ/  ------------------------>[uʳ]  
This procedure contains a single opacity as mentioned before. The the markedness constraint is 
    Vowel[+retro]
    Vowels must have the retroflex feature.
And the faithfulness constraint is IDEN-IO[+retro],
    IDENT-IO[+retro]
    Segments have identical retroflex feature in the input and in the output.
This constraint should be ranked lower than the markedness constraint, since the vowel has to 
be retroflexed in the data. However, since it contains a single opacity, the Classic OT will have 
the limit to solve the problem. Instead of applying to the other methods, here I will analyze it 
step by step with a derivation account.
First of all, the rules are as below, 
    Feature spreading:              V--->Vʳ /_+әʳ 
    Retroflex vowel deletion:   әʳ----> Ø /_#
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/a/+/әʳ/   ------------------------>[αʳ]
Input:/a/+/әʳ/       Vowel[+retro]     IDENT-IO[+retro]
   →    [αʳәʳ]                                *             
         [αәʳ]            *!            
Input:/αʳәʳ/    *V-mannerV-manner      MAX-IOV-manner
        [αʳәʳ]           *!
   →   [αʳ]        *
In the first tableau, the first  procedure is that the retroflex vowel spreads its retroflex feature to 
the  stem vowel.  Then as  we can  see  that  the  optimal  one  is  the  first  candidate.  Then the 
retroflex vowel gets deletion, thus in the second tableau, the second candidate is the optimal 
one. Then given the data as below,                 
                  /әj/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]
                 /әn/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [әʳ]
                 /әw/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [әʳ]
                /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]
                /aw/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> [αʳ]
I will take one example, 
 /an/+ /әʳ /  ------------------------> [αʳ]
Input:/an/+/әʳ/       Vowel[+retro]     IDENT-IO[+retro]
   →    [αʳnәʳ]                                *             
         [αnәʳ]            *!            
     
Input:/αʳnәʳ/ *V-mannerC-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOC-manner
   →    [αʳәʳ]                                *             
         [αʳnәʳ]            *!            
Input:/αʳәʳ/     *V-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOV-manner
           [αʳәʳ]                                *             
   →       [αʳ]            *!            
Here the procedure contains three steps. The first one is the spreading of the retroflex feature to 
the stem vowel, then the second step is to eliminate the final consonant to avoid three moras in 
one syllable. In the last step, the retroflex vowel gets deletion itself. Then we turn to group of 
data which has a double opacity. 
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                  /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /    
                  /әŋ/ +/әʳ /  ------------------------> /əcʳ/  
                  /uŋ/+ /әʳ / ------------------------> /uʳ/ 
The rules are as below,
      Nasalization:                      V---> V/_ŋ+әʳ 
      Feature spreading:              V--->Vʳ /_+әʳ 
      Retroflex vowel deletion:   әʳ----> Ø /_#      
I will take   /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /  as the example, 
The markedness constraint should be proposed that 
    V-manner[nasal]ŋ
    There must be a nasal feature in V-manner in front of a velar nasal. 
This constraint is modified by *Voralŋ, which requires the vowel in front of a nasal must not be 
oral. And the faithfulness constraint is IDENT-IO[nasal],
   IDENT-IO[nasal]
   Segments have identical nasal feature in the input and in the output.
The process is as such,
  /aŋ/ + /әʳ /  ------------------------> /αcr /    
Input:/aŋ/ + /әʳ /             V-manner[nasal]ŋ    IDENT-IO[nasal]
   →    [αcŋәʳ]                                 *           
         [αŋәʳ]           *!           
Input:/αcŋәʳ/ *V-mannerC-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOC-manner
   →    [αcәʳ]                                *             
         [αcŋәʳ]            *!            
Input:/αcәʳ/            Vowel[+retro]     IDENT-IO[+retro]
   →      [αcr әʳ]                                *             
           [αcәʳ]            *!            
Input:/αcr әʳ/            *V-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOV-manner
           [αcr әʳ]                                *             
   →      [αcr ]            *!            
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As we can see from the whole process, the first step is to nasalize the nuclear vowel. Then the 
second is to delete the final consonant. After that, the retroflex vowel spreads its retroflex 
feature to the nuclear vowel and the last step is that the retroflex vowel gets deletion of itself. 
The last example is with  /iŋ/ + /әʳ/ ------------------------> /jəcʳ/. Here the  markedness constraint 
is modified as such, 
       V-place[dor]
       There must be a dorsal feature in the V-place.
And the faithfulness constraint is DEP-IOV-place[dorsal],
   DEP-IOV-place[dor]
   The dorsal feature in V-place in the output has a correspondence in the input (no insertion).
The two constraints interact with each other in the tableau to help select the best candidate. 
Input:/iŋ/ + /әʳ/                 V-place[dor]         DEP-IOV-place[dor]
           [iŋәʳ]             *!                        
    →     [jәŋәʳ]                          * 
Input:/jәŋәʳ/             V-manner[nasal]ŋ      IDENT-IO[nasal]
   →    [jəcŋəʳ]                                 *           
         [[jәŋәʳ]           *!           
Input:/jəcŋəʳ/ *V-mannerC-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOC-manner
   →    [jəcəʳ]                                *             
         [jəcŋəʳ]            *!            
Input:/jəcəʳ/            Vowel[+retro]     IDENT-IO[+retro]
   →      [jəcəʳ]                                *             
           [jəcʳәʳ]            *!            
Input:/jəcʳәʳ/            *V-mannerV-manner     MAX-IOV-manner
    →      [jəcʳ]                                *             
            [jəcʳәʳ]            *!         
In this process, there is an insertion of the retroflex vowel in the syllable in addition. And then 
the other steps remain the same as in the last example. The vowel gets nasalization from the 
final velar consonant and then the velar nasal gets itself deleted. Moreover,  the  retroflex 
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vowel spreads its retroflex feature to the nuclear vowel and then gets deletion as well. The 
process involves the assimilation of the nuclear vowel and the velar nasal, also the assimilation 
of the retroflex vowel and the nuclear vowel. In general, the retroflex suffixation doesn't only 
involve a requirement of an assimilation of a dorsal feature in vowels, but also a requirement of 
an assimilation of the nasal feature between the vowels and the velar nasal finals. 
Chapter 5
General Conclusion
In  the  paragraphs above,  I  have analyzed the  retroflex suffixation in  three  different  angles 
according to the underlying form of the retroflex suffix. The retroflex suffixation has been 
always an hot issue through decades. With the variable analysis, the debate falls into three parts, 
the underlying form of the vowels, the underlying form of the retroflex suffix and the process of 
the opacity. The aim of the paper is to discuss about the former studies and create a new idea 
about the retroflex suffixation, no matter what is the underlying form of the retroflex suffix. To 
be worthy of noticing, the first priority of this paper is to figure out what are the underlying 
forms of the vowels. To be distinguished from other analysis about the underlying form of the 
vowels, I propose a renovation of the diphthongs, which is that there is no diphthongs indeed in 
Mandarin. This proposal is depending on Duanmu's (1990a) about the underlying form of the 
diphthongs. And due to the behaviors of the vowels [i], [y], [u], they are more likely to be 
approximants underlyingly. Hence, the underlying forms of the diphthongs should be postulated 
as a nuclear vowel plus a pre-nuclear glide or a post-nuclear glide. Within the postulation, the 
first problem is solved. Then other than defying the definition of what the underlying form of 
the retroflex vowel, the hypothesis is to assume that the underlying form of the retroflex suffix 
can be a consonant, a floating feature and also a retroflex vowel with a retroflex feature. The 
analysis  will  be  divided  into  three  parts  according  to  the  different  hypothesis  about  the 
underlying form of the retroflex suffix. First of all, I take the retroflex vowel as an approximant, 
then I apply the Parallel Structure of Feature Geometry (Morén, 2003) to analyze the feature of 
the final consonant and the vowels with a pair of features in manner and place. The Parallel 
Structure of Feature Geometry (Morén, 2003) is a modified theory of feature geometry and it 
contains  economy and efficiency in analyzing features.  With a  comparison of  two contrast 
features to indicate the differ of the vowels and the consonants, I list a tableau for the features 
of  all  the  vowels  and  consonants  and  draw a  skeleton  of  the  PSM structure  for  retroflex 
suffixation. Given the data, I separate them as groups to analyze it step by step. As we can see 
from the data, the retroflex suffix causes a deletion because there is a consonantal cluster in the 
final endings. Then according to the structure, the dorsal feature is essential for vowels to be 
retroflexed. Thus, the high front vowels are not fit in this condition so that they become a pre-
nuclear glide. In that case, there will be an insertion of the retroflex vowel in the syllable. And 
before the final consonants getting deletion of themselves, only the velar nasal spreads its nasal 
feature to the nuclear vowel. This procedure contains a nasalization of the vowels. Moreover, 
the whole process is  concerning a single opacity.  For analyzing this,  I  first  apply to Local 
conjunction (Smolensky, 1997) to account for this phenomenon. It seems that the velar nasal 
with dorsal feature is more preferring to preserve nasal feature than the alveolar nasal with 
coronal feature. So with a PSM feature specification, I assume to bind the dorsal feature and the 
nasal feature together to  analyze it. The local conjunction is appropriate for the binding of two 
features.  It  is  only  violated  by violating  both constraints.  Here  It  helps  to  account  for  the 
retroflex suffixation when the retroflex suffix is an approximant. 
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With another  hypothesis  of  the  retroflex suffix  as  a  floating feature,  there  is  also a  single 
opacity when the velar nasal spreads its nasal feature to the nuclear vowel. Here instead of 
applying for local conjunction, I  adopt OT-CC (McCarthy, 2006&2007) to account for this 
phenomenon. Since the Classic OT is not containing an intermediate stage in analyzing the 
opacity and the Classic OT sometimes chooses the transparent candidate instead of the opaque 
one, the OT-CC is helpful with an intermediate stage in advance. With a traditional idea of that 
the candidates are infinite in GEN, the OT-CC candidate chains are advanced in selection of the 
potential candidate instead of listing the infinitive candidates. The candidate chains makes sure 
that  the  candidates  are  finite  to  be  analyzed.  Therefore,  in  the  process,  the  order  of  two 
faithfulness constraints is the key to solve an opacity. The PREC(A, B) is the key for solving 
the problem. As to the last hypothesis of the retroflex suffix as a retroflex vowel, I apply the 
OT-CC as well to solve it out. Since the retroflex suffix is a vowel with a retroflex feature, here 
it doesn't only contain a single opacity, but also a double opacity. The rules are concerning 
about the retroflex feature spreading, the retroflex vowel deletion and the nasalization of the 
nuclear vowel. Thus, with a consideration of four potential competitive candidates, the double 
opacity will be solved by two PREC(A, B) constraints. After that, I adjust the PSM structure to 
analyze  it.  The  retroflex  vowel  will  have  a  retroflex  feature  in  C-place.  And  with  the 
consideration  of  the  manner  and  place  constraints,  I  list  the  derivation  of  the  retroflex 
suffixation  in  tableaux  to  be  clarified.  To  sum  up,  the  retroflex  suffixation  contains  an 
assimilation of spreading the retroflex feature in vowels and the nasalization of the nuclear 
vowels.  The process  contains  the  single  opacity when the underlying form of the retroflex 
suffix is a consonant or a floating feature and also double opacity when the underlying form of 
the retroflex suffix is a retroflex vowel.  With analyzing this issue, I hope the idea for retroflex 
suffixation  in  Mandarin  will  be  extended  to  cover  other  issues  in  other  dialects  or  other 
languages. 
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